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"Babies of every species are created out of soil, air, rain, food, and
rivers. If we change all of these into poison, we must accept the
fact that we will change our unborn into poison as welL What
materials will be used for their arms but the minerals of the
poisoned continents? Of what stuff will their eyes be fashioned
but the water of our lethal rivers? What will those wet fleshy

brains be made of but noxious gases and acid rain?"

[Excerpts from The Universe is a Green Dragon , Brian Swimme,
Bear & Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico]



lALAYSIAN "STATE OF EMERGENCY"
ENVIRONMENTALISTS, PENAN

ARRESTED
PROMINENT^NVlRONMENTALiSTS HELD
WITHOUT TRIAL

What has afr the appearances of a suspension of

democracy has been justified by the Malaysian
government under its fnternai Security Act.

Beginning October 27, 1988 arbitrary arrests of over

100 environmental and civil rights activists were made
in order to "curtail racial unrest" according to

government officials, but there is ample evidence to

suggest other motives. Freedom of assembly as well

as freedom of the press were suspended, with the

licenses to publish withdrawn from three newspapers.
Under the arrest provisions, detainees could be held

for up to two years wilhout trial.

Among the many efwironmentalists who were
arrested were Harrison fvlgau, Friends of the Earth

Malaysia, and f\/leenakshi Raman, a leading human
rights lawyer, both of whom were representing

Sarawakian indigenous peoples in protecting their

ancestral land against logging interests. Both have
since been released, but several . environmentaj/j.

activists are still under detention, ^^j. \k i'^^^^'^^^^^

The government crackdown came shortly after Penan
leaders and representatives from 14 communities had
formed a Sarawak Penan Association and had
drafted a formal constitution- The natives of Sarawak
had continued to maintain blockades to stop
indiscriminate logging, but the blockades were
forcibly dismantled and 48 tribal people were also

arrested during the government swoop. There have
been reports of police brutality among Penan
detainees,

IVIANSER REPORTS PENAN RESPONSES
TO POLICE ACTION \^

In a letter from Bruno Manser, the feelings ofl

Penan people at the time is conveyed to us;

"Thanks for your message and for all good wishes. I

am sorry to say: our hearts are sad, moral is very low

now.

For eight months time Sarawakan Jungle tribes have
been stopping logging actions, in order to be listened

to by the government. But the heads of the Stale

have refused to enter into a dialogue with the natives

from the very beginning of the conflict up to now. f
Instead, the answer of the politicians, so-called i
developed and civilised people, have been one ofM
violence. m

i
Armed field-force and police have dismantled all

existing blockades last month. Most of the frightened

Penan folks stood just helpless watching by, some
with shotguns pointed at them. Opponents got
arrested. So Harrison Ngau from S.A.M. was
imprisoned under the "Internal Security Act" for up to

two years without trial.

The comment of the ^bvernment to these events
sounds very satisfied: peace has come again - the

timber business continues its usual ways. But under
the surface it is all other than peace. The New World
with its belief in money is going to split the folks with

their traditions. Some of the honest ones which have
not gotten into the slings of corruption yet, are going
to loose their long hearts; most will retire, very angry
and sad about the situation - some few will fight

against the destroyers of their lands.

I have a hard stand with Lao-Tse's words: "The soft

water wins over the hard stone/ Using the long-triecf

peaceful way, there won't be left much to fight for at

last: within the coming two years the logging
companies in the Limbang/Tutoh/Ata areas will be
able to construct roads over the whole regions - and
this will mean the end of the last nomad folks - and
virgin jungles. It is said to say that from all

international support for the natives' struggle - here in

place nothing is felt - the destruction goes on.

This is a cry of the jungle-tribes for an international
help, which causes a real stop of logging in their
Nhomelands now - othenwise it will be too late/

[I^^WONG WRONG - AGAIN !

World Rainforest Report No. 9 made the connection
between government timber interests and

^vij^ government policy. Sarawak Minister of the
Environment and Tourism, Datuk Amar James Wong,

V personally owns over 300,000 hectares of forest

\^ concessions and sees this as no conflict of interest. A
^ new wealth of quotes from Mr. Wong has been made
/^public by an international mission on 'Native Rights
' .and the Rainforest' from Survival tnlernational which

^went on a fact-finding tour of Malaysia in January
1988. When presented with scientific studies of the

pevastating effect of logging on the forests and the

native people, Mr. Wong stated: "I will not bow to

experts, I am the expert, I was here before experts
were born/ Concerning global climatic shifts

,following forest destruction: "We get too much rain in

[Sarawak, it stops me playing golf." And, regarding

igovernment policy in Issuing logging leases: "All

(forest belongs to the State. No one has any rights to

/it."

iThe natives have been continuously blamed for forest

loss due to their shifting cultivation practices, despite

contradicting statistics from the University of Malaya
jshowing logging as 74 times as destructive to primary

forest.

The international mission's conclusion after their

January tour was:

"Relations between the native peoples and the
Sarawak Government have reached an all time low.

Yet the Government continues to deny the people's
rights to their lands and seems determined to pursue
its ruinous forest policy. The State authorities are



expropriating native lands and handing them out as

timber concessions."

TIMBER TRAIN PLANNED

Meanwhile, we hear that, if a major Australian

construction firm receives the go-ahead, a railway will

be built through previously inaccessible forest areas

in Sarawak, An estimated $500 million investment is

under study by John Holland Holdings for the

purpose of facil.itating rainforest logging. John

Holland, whose main profit centres are in the United

States, Southeast Asia and the Pacific basin, uses

Perth, Australia as its operational base. The company

also has a $400 million investment in the new
Canberra Parliament House project.

WRITE OR PHONE NOW
John Holland Holdings,

261 Adelaide Terrace,

\ Perth, WA
VAustralia

ph 221-2442

Over 60% of the Worlcfs export of tropical logs co

from Malaysia. In Itgiit o( this, and coupled with its

self-serving political strlctur^. ojntinued international

action must be focused on ftrai^p. Contributions in

support of the Penan people mayjbe forwarded to the

Rainforest Information CentT&r*^ well as requests for

more information or petitions [P. 0. Box 368, Lismore,

NSW 2480, Australia]

fAND NOW FOR SOME GOOD NEWS FROM TOE WORLD BANK ^

?lt is often said that people should be involved in social forestiy. It is however, more

[easily said thaB done. The word 'involvement^ itself is so generic that different people
' assign dlfferenli meanings to it. Some think that providing employment is an important

part of people's involvement. At the other extreme, some reject all development

activities as of little consequence unless people participate in all aspects of the work.

There is very little documentation as to how participation can be really brought about.

How can oneA for example, take everybody's consent to implement a work or is it

sufficient to contact the local elected representatives and treat their views as equivalent

to peoples choice?

We believe that\eople's involvement is possible only if people accept the program as

their own. They can do so only if their needs are considered and programs implemented

to produce those needs. We also believe that our perception of people's needs are often

erroneous. We must assess the needs by consulting them. Our technology is also quite

often unrelated to needs. The technology has to be tailored to the perceived needs of the

people. Microplarming, which is the subject matter of this work, is the means to involve

the people. Through the process of microplannlng, the needs of the various sections of

the village community are assessed and technology tailored to those needs is proposed

consistent with local land, fund and leadership resources. The proposed method is one

which can be rapidly carried out with little staff so that social forestry over large

number of village units can be implemented successfully.

The keyword in the microplanning process is consultation with the people of different

classes to arrive at a concensus for documenting a technological plan of action for

implementation jointly by the people and the technologists,"

Foreword to a booklet called "Microplanning", available from the author, World Bank
Forestry Specialist AK Baneijee, 21 Jorbagh, New Delhi, 1 10003, India -D- 3



PEOPLE POWER PICKETS IN PHILIPPINES

MANILA, The Philippines - The fertile topsoil of the

Philippines is rapidly disappearing, triggered by

uncontrolled logging in the islands' hardwood forests.

The National Environmental Protection Council

(NEPC) reports that nearly 75 percent of the country's

land is suffering from severe soil erosion. Of the

nation's 73 provinces, 13 suffer from what NEPC calls

"worst case" soil erosion * that is, more than half the

topsoil in these provinces has been washed away.

Six of the 13 provinces are in Luzon. Hardest hit is

Batangas Province, 75 miles south of Manila where S3

percent of the topsoil has^ disappeared.

The 7,107 tropical islands of the Philippines average

140 inches of rainfall a year. Land without trees,

however, is unable to absorb such large amounts of

water. Inappropriate cutting of trees - especially

logging - is the primary caijse of Philippine soil

erosion. V

More than half the Philippines' 75 million acres was

virgin forest when Ferdinand Magellan came to the

archipelago in I52L Through the centuries, some of

that forest land was turned into farmland. Today

about five million acres are still virgin forest and 12.5

million acres are categorized as 'denuded forest

land," according to Rodolfo del Rosaric, the

Philippines' former minister of natural resources. Of

that total, reforestation projects have been started on

2.5 million acres, leaving 10 million acres "denuded"

and subject to large-scale soil erosion.

LArticle by William Steif, Multinational Monitor. June

1987, pg. 20]

Today, campaigns by indigenous and tribal peoples

in the Philippines mirror those found among similar

populations in the Amazon region of South America

and the rainforest areas of Costa Rica and Panama.

But in the Philippines, as well as in other regions,

active resistance to deforestation is invariably met

with force. The current situation facing tribal

populations in the northern Cordillera mountains in

the Philippines is a case in point.

\r\ late 1985, in response to massive logging

operations that were destroying water sources and

eroding sacred ancestral lands, many Atta and isneg

tribal families in the Cordillera began to actively

campaign against Taggat Industries, a logging

corporation in the northern Philippines. Tribal

women and men bloci^ed logging roads, drained

gasoline from logging trucks and in some areas even

burned the company's logging equipmenL

For the past two years, however, the powerful logging

interests ' with the help of the Phttippine military -

have carried out a campaign of terror against the Atta,

the Isneg and other tribal populations in northern

Cordillera. Villages have been bombed, homes and

granaries burned, and tribal men and women
abducted and killed.

In September, 1986, after refusing to act as guides for

the army, five Atla from the village of Mawanan -

including a e-year-old girl - were shot and killed by

soldiers of the 17th Integrated Battalion of the

Philippine Army.

In late February of 1987, the army launched an

assault code named "Red Buster 11/ The operation,

which lasted until mid-April, concentrated on Paco
Vafiey, an area within the sub-province of Apayao
that is occupied primarily by the Isneg. Claiming that

the valley was occupied by rebel soldiers of the Mew
People's Army (NPA) - communist insurgents waging

a protracted war against the Philippine government -

the military began three days of intensive mortar

attacks on the Isneg village of Kelat. Ground
operations followed and foot soldiers looted and
burned all the villager*s homes and granaries.

According to Paco Valley residents, it was the sixth

village in that area burned since October, 1986.

[Article by Chip Fay, Multinational Monitor . June 1987,

pgs. 19-20]

Peoples Power Picket in San Jose Parish, Midsalip,

Zamboanga del Sur which began on October II, 1987

continues. The picketers, church, irrigators, farmers,

teachers, students and other sectors, have effectively

stopped the flow of illegal timber, tablons/flitches,

from Midsalip despite the fact that the tabloneros

continue to fell trees with their power saws in the

forest, which is almost depleted.

. The People Power picketers have been joined by the

local government and the local Mayor Generoso
Sumalpong.

On October 4, 1987 the Parish Priest of Midsalip,

Father Frank Nally of the Columban Fathers
challenged the church goers at both masses in the

Parish to meet after the Eucharist and make an
appropriate response to the rampant destruction of the

forest. Fr. Nally in his homily said that those who do
not act but who are contested only to come to worship

should go home as their indifference to the destruction
of God's world is contrary to what the f^ass expresses,
and to what Jesus stood for, life not death.

Some people say that the action to save the forest

and indeed the future of the surrounding areas has

come late in the day but we all hope that it is not too

late and the Ethiopian catastrophe can still be

circumvented in Mindanao. (Frank Nally, SSC Parish

Priest. Midsalip, Zamboanga del Sur)



ROAD BARRICADE IN SAN FERNANDO BUKIDNON

San Fernando, Bukidnon is in Mindanao's heartland,

surrounded by the provinces of Agusan del Sur,

Davao del Norte, and North Cotabato, It has a land

area of 73,917 hectares with an estimated population

of 32,000. Of the total land area, 80% is declared
forests. These, however, are fast disappearing
because of the indiscriminate logging.

C. C. Almendras Enterprises, owned by the ex-wife of

ex-Senator Almendras, operates a logging
concession of 39,500 hectares, most of which covers

San Fernando. Despite the known fact of non-
compliance of reforestation laws its license was
renewed last November 16, 1982. This license which
allows them to cut 30,000 cu.m. annually expires in

1997.

The indiscriminate logging activities of CCA
Enterprises have already taken its toll. The residents

of San Fernando have observed that the water levels

of their irrigation have gone down. The drought
months have lengthened. There were occurrences of

flash floods. Agricultural productivity has gone down.
They fear that hunger will one day be a reality in the

province.

The people then decided to act on the problem. The
Pagbutaw sa Kamatuoran (PSK) {To Search for the

Truth), led by leaders of the parish's Basic Christian

Communities, declared a picket which began on July

20. They were backed up by the bishop of

Malaybalay, Msgr, G. Resales, San Fernando's
parish priest and Canadian Scarboro missionary, Fr.

Pat Kelly, and the local mayor, INicasio Lacson.

Write letters to the Editors of the major dailies in

Manila expressing your concern for this issue and
your support of the people's campaign. The following

addresses would help:

The Manila
Chronicle,
371 Bonifacio Drive,

Port Area,

Manila.

Philippines

MaVaya,
98 West Ave.,

Quezon City,

Philippines

The Philippine
Daily Enquirer,
2425 EDSA,
Mandaluyong,
Metro Manila,

Philippines

The Manila
Bulletin,
Recoletos cor. Muralla

St.,

Intramuros,

Manila,

Philippines

'^Nature has enough to sustain all. but nothing
to satisfy the greed of a few/'

Gandhi

STOP PRESS - Survival International Urgent Action

Bulletin
, February 1988 reports extensive

harassment , and even executions .of tribal groups in

these areas by paramilitary grpups.

It's an old story for people involved in action for the

environment to be written off as communists and
communist sympathisers, and that is ecactly what Is

happening now in these areas.

Survival International requests letters to President

Corazon Aquino
,
Malacang Palace, Manila,

Philippines
,
bringing her attention to the fate of tribal

peoples in Mindanao and Cordillera.



$1000 FINE FOR $500,000 OF ILLEGAL TIMBER

BRISBANE. - The Queensland Cabinet yesterday

decided to launch prosecutions over alleged illegal

logging in the Cape Tribulation National Park, in

north Queensland. The area in question has recently

been nominated by the Australian Government to

World Heritage, but the nomination is still being

disputed by the Queensland Government.

The State Minister for Environment and Conservation,

Mr. Muntz, said the prosecutions would be against

the miller and the logger involved in the alleged

removal of 90 logs from the park.

Conservationists

$500,000,

claim the 90 logs were worth

Meanwhile, the land sharks have this to offer

RAIN FORESTINVESTMENT.
135 acres virgrn rain forest,

outsrde World Heritage listing.
51.3 Ha of undulating eastlv

assessable rain forest. 30 mins
from Cairns, in Kuranda Ranges.
Suitable for rain forest subdivi-
sion or miU the iarqe trees and so
to grazing land. Sore water a
plenty, sc»l suitable for a nunnber
of fruit trees or vegetables
AUCTION 26/5/88. HILTON

HOTEL IF NOT SOLD BEFORE-
HAND, Other agent inquiries
wekome. Further details. Clive
Henriburrow.a h C070> 55 7916,

LJ HOOKER,
earley St. Yorkeys Knob

(070) 55 7955.

1^
f

Sy^Aj£r Mo/?AJ/Aj^ U^^ALD

The National Parks and Fauna Act provides for a

maximum fine of $1000 for such offences.

Mr. Muntz said it would be up to the local Magistrates

Court to determine the outcome of the case, which
had been under investigation by the police fauna
squad since the logs were removed last year.

A report was received by Mr. Muntz last Friday and he

made a verbal report to Cabinet yesterday.

But Mr. Muntz was not at liberty to name either the

logger or the miller involved.

He said the national park was a huge area and the

boundaries were not too well defined.

Conservationists are calling for far stricter legislation

controlling such illegal acts..

Meanwhile, the Greater Daintree Action and the

Daintree Blockade Information Centre have produced

a very detailed report on the infamous Daintree

Road - a case study of ill considered development in

the Wet Tropics. Copies are available for $8.50 plus

postage from Trekaway Pty Ltd, 18 Argyle St., The

Rocks , Sydney 2000. The road continues to be a

great disaster, and should be shut down.

EARTH FIRST! RAINFOREST ROADSHOW

The first Australian Earth First! Rainforest
Roadshow rolled down the east coast in

December/January playing in 25 towns and cities

from Queensland's Sunshine Coast to Melbourne.

Featuring the film "Earth Firsr, music and speakers

about the rainforests and about deep ecology, the

show was modeled on two similar shows that John

Seed has travelled around the US with in recent

years.

We were able to spread the message to a lot of

people, both through the shows themselves and

through the media interviews that were organised

in most places, and were also able to raise money

for projects in the Solomon islands, Ecuador and
Malaysia.

We were also able to channel funds to the South
Arm Catchment Protection Committee whose
injunction against the Forestry Commission is

successfully preventing logging on steep slopes in

the Bowraville area; to the court action against the

woodchipping
on NSW's South Coast and to many other local

forest groups.

Three hundred people signed up for a "Earth

First!" contact list, to take part in peaceful direct

actions for the rainforests and several local

Rainforest Action Groups are in the wind (including

a group in Melbourne - contact Julia Cooper (PC
Box 214 Healesville 3777)Jhe roadshow crew
were elated by the experience and warn that this

year's show will definitely be "over the top".

RAINFOREST TIMBER IMPORTS

The Australian campaign is progressing, with the

recognition for a comprehensive government
policy dealing with the problem emerging now;
one which bans tropical timber imports and use
and encourages the development of alternatives.

All the following can be written to at Parlisment

House, Canberra ACT 2601, and should be
convinced of the need for such a policy.

Sen John Button, Minister for Industry, Technology
and Commerce: Hon Wichael Duffy, Minister for

Trade Negotiations, Hon John Kerin, Minister for

Primary industry and Energy, Sen Graeme
Richardson, Minister for Environment, Arts and
Sport, Hon William Hayden, Minister for Foreign
Affairs and Trade. Write and tell them why and
how this can be done. Further details on this

campaign from Matthew Jamieson, The
Wilderness Society, 57 Liverpool St., Sydney
2000,



A
V.''

'A wilderness man witE' the world in his eyes told his tale with

eloquence.
He spoke of a planet that only the lucky ones see,

he spoke from his heart as he sat on the ground. I listened, I sat on

the fence.

He spoke for the creature, the water, the rock and the

tree.

He said, 'There's a place in the countries far north, a rainforest - one
of a kind,
with a balance of life that's survived much much longer than man.
A human decided and others agreed to examine the natural design

so they got out their tools and they went where their bulldozers ran.

They came with their weapons, we came with our words, but we could

not make them believe.

We argued and pleaded and begged them to turn back and go,

we buried ourselves in our beautiful Earth and prayed for last minute
reprieve.

We showed the truth, but the world just did not want to know.
So they took us away with their ignorant law and cut through the

heart of that place,

they ravaged a lifeforce well over a million years old,

no chance for their children to see it or feel it, no chance for the
whole human race,

unless truth is lived and unless it is constantly told."

*'A forest," he said, "is a powerful force, it breathes with its own
energy,
the earth holds its roots and it supplies food in return,

it has a heart, and to slash it's the same as sticking a knife into me,
it's alive, it can die, it can bleed, it can feel, it can learn.

Once you were a seed, you were born from a womb, and flowering
plants were too,

the gene pool, the future of Earth is the Gondwanaland,'*
'Be with the Earth, ' he said as he left, "Know that the Earth is with
you, open your heart and the earth will help you understand,"

Open your heart and the earth will help you understand,

7

Denny



TTie following list, although not comprehensive, constitutes a summary of the

currently available information on tropical tree species threatened by

commercial over-exploitation.

Bctanic/Carrroi Nane

L Chlorophora excdsa
OROKO)

2. E^ntandrophiagma
cylindricum (SAPELE)

3. E^tandropliragma
utile (Lmi£)

4. Various Khaya and
Entandrophragma species

(AFRICAN MAHOGANY)
^ J, ^ ,fi

5. Entandrophragma angolense West, Cen. &
(CEDU NOHOR AFRICAN SW Africa

6. Swletenla macrophyUia Central &
(BRAZILIAN MAHOGANY, So. America

7. Svwetenia mahpgani Florida, Cuba
(SPANISH MAHOGANY, CUBAN Jamaica,
MAHOGANY, JAMAICAN Bahamas
MAHOGANY, CEN. AMERICAN
MAHOGANY)

8. Aucoumea Mainiana
(GABOON. OKOUME)

9. DiospyiDsspp.

(EBONY)

10. Swieteraia humilis Central

(PACIFIC MAHOGANY, America
CEN. AMERICAN MAHOGANY)

11. Dalbeigia negra

(BRAZILIAN ROSEWOOD,
JACARANDA)

12. Carapa guianensis Eastem
(CRABWOOD, ANDIROBA, Cen. America"

PARA MAHOGANY, BASTARD
MAHOGANY)

13, Milletlalaurentii

(WENGE)

14. Bmchystegia kennedyi,

B, emycoma (OKWEN)

Tropfcal

Africa, India,

SriLanka

Cen. &West
Africa

W. Aihca



15. Guibourtia ehie (OVANGKOL) W.Africa

16. Aspidosperma pol5nieuron Brazil

(PEROBA ROSA. RED PEROBA)

17. Balfourodendron riedelianum Brazil

(PAU MARFIM)

18. Gonystylusbancanus Malaysia,

[RAMIN] Inctonesia

19. Dryobanalops aromatica

(KAPUR CAMPHORWOOD)

20. DyeracostiilatafJELLTTONG)

21. Intsia palembanica (MERBAU)

22. Koompassiamalaccensis
"

(KEMPAS)

23. Various Shorea species,

including: S. curtlsli,

S. platyclados (MERANTT,
lAUAN. SERAYA)

24. Various Dipterocarpus Species

(KERUING, APrrONG. GURJUN,
YANG)

25. Cedrela fissilis (SO. AMER Tropical

CEDAR) SAmerica

26. Cedrela fissilis (CENTRAL Central

AMERICAN CEDAR) America

Information Supplied by Friends of the Earth

If the world were a village with mjOO.OOO
living things in it, perhaps LOGO of these
would be humans. These 1,000 humans would
be made up of:

60 North Americans
80 South Americans
86 Afilcans

564 Asians

210 Europeans
3 Australians

Of the 1,000 human inhabitants:

60 would own halfthe total wealth,

500 would not have enough to eat,

600 would live in slums,

700 would be illiterate.

Hie other 999,000 non-human inhabitants
would be regarded as a resource base, with no
rights whatsoever.

LIST OF FOOD PLANTS NATIVE TO THE
NORTH COAST OF NSW (AND SOUTH
EASTERN QUEENSLAND) WITH
EXCELLENT COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL

1) Apium prostratum (SEA CELERY]
2) Araucaria bidwillii (BUNYA NUT)
3) Davidsonia pruriens

var. jerseyana (DAVlDSON^S PLUM)
4) Geitonoplesium cymosum (NATIVE

ASPARAGUS)
5) Leptospermum petersonii (LEMON
SCENTED T-

TREE)
6) Macadamia tetraphylla (ROUGH
MACADAM lA)

7) Macadamia integrifolia (SMOOTH
MACADAMIA)

8) Smilax glyciphylla (NATP/E
SARSPARILLA)
9) Suaeda austmlis (SEABLITE)

10) Syzygium australe (BRUSH CHERRY)
11) Syzygium luehmannii (RIBERRY)
12) Syzygium paniculatum (MAGENTA LILLI-

PILLI)

13) Tetragonia tetragonioides (WARRIGAL
GREENS)
14) Tetrastigma nitens (THREE-LEAF WATER
VINE)

From Peter Hardwick, Department of

Agriculture, gNew South Wales Government.



it-EARTH FIRST!
CHINA - REFORESTATION SUCCESSES

The massive forest fire, which recently

destroyed some 650,000 ha of forest in northern

China, cost the forest minister his job, and the nation

an estimated US$150 million. Yet, just 3% of the

nation's forest cover was lost, shedding a garish light

on China's total commitment to a programme of

reforestation-

China certainly needs trees. Floods,

landslides, droughts, as well as perennial shortages

of both fuelwood and fodder, have, in the past, been

commonplace. All occurred as a result of

deforestation.

In the early !950s, tree cover had dropped to

an abysma[ 8% of land area. When the Republic was
founded, the political leadership had the vision to

understand the relationship between agriculture and
forestry. Large-scale deforestation had already

begun to take its toll of agricultural production. The
need for reforestation was converted by Chairman
Mao Tse Tung into a simple exhortation to the

masses in 1955: "cover the country with trees". The
National People's Congress has been monitoring

developments ever since, periodically boosting the

programme whenever it was required.

\

Forest cover has already risen to 12.6% and

from 1986 to 1990, five million hectares are to be
planted annually. China's ultimate aim is to have

30% of the country under tree cover. Of the current

122 million ha (300 million acres) of forest in China as
much as 40 million ha are man-made forests of the

last 37 years.

[Article by Aisha Ram, Panoscope. The Panos
Institute. 8 Alfred Place, London WCIE 7EB, UK, Oct.

1987, No. 3]

MALAYSIA - A LONG WAIT FOR A PARK

The EndaU'Rompin National Park, proposed in 1945

and included under the Third Malaysia Plan, has not

yet been gazetted despite the fact that a management
plan was drawn up in 1980, which envisages a park of

870 sq km (348 sq miles) covering areas in Pahang
and Johore in Peninsular Malaysia. Although the

State Governments have agreed to the park in

principle, in December 1986 Johore announced that it

would surrender only half the area required and
logging is occurring in the core area of the Pahang
section. The Malayan Mature Society, which ended a

one-year expedition in Endau-Rompin with a

scientific symposium in December 1986, is planning to

press for the establishment of the park and is trying to

persuade the authorities to stop any logging in the

proposed area. The expedition's findings in this

previously little known area included 30 new or

endemic species. The forests are possibly one of the

last few refuges for the Peninsular's last breeding

population of Sumatran rhinoceros Dicerorhinus
sumatrensis.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
SAN CRISTOBAL

REPLANTING ON

San Cristobal is the only island in the Galapagos that

has permanent streams, but these, with their unique

fauna and flora, are threatened by vegetation
destruction in some areas of the water catchment that

lie outside the national park. Forests of endemic
evergreen sunflower trees Scalesia pendunculata
have been felled in the highlands, and the endemic
shrub Miconia robinsoniana and tree fern Cyathea
wetherbyana communities have been destroyed by
grazing. The local authorities and the Darwin Station

have embarked on a project to restore vegetation,

initially at La Toma using S. pendunculata and
robinsoniana in an area dominated by cattle pasture

and introduced guava trees Psidium quajara.

Noifcias de Galapagos, 45. \

ECUADOR - OIL EXPLORATION THREATENS

PARK
\

Yasuni National Park, 750,000 ha (1,850,000 acres} of

primary rainforest in eastern Ecuador, is threatened

by oil'drilling operations scheduled to begin close to

its boundaries in mid-1987. The proposed drilling site

is on a tributary of the Tiputini River, which flows into

the park and which would be polluted by drilling

chemicals and petroleum products. Oil exploratory

operations have already reduced the number of large

mammals in the area, through seismic explosions,

hunting and deforestation, and these kinds of

disturbances wilt increase as human settlements

associated with the oil drilling encroach upon the

park. There is already a great deal of hunting
pressure from military personnel in this frontier area

because of political tension between Ecuador and

Peru-

BRAZIL - SMELTERS IN THE FOREST
CRITICIZED

Brazil has approved the construction of 20 iron

smelters in the eastern Amazon Basin. They wifl be
fuelled by charcoal, gained by massive destruction of

primary forest. More forest will be destroyed by a

new 1000-mile (1600-km) long railway, which is

expected to bring settlers, [and speculators and cattle

ranchers in its wake. The projects have drawn strong

criticism from environmental groups in Brazil who say
that although the Government has included
environmental concerns in official statements in

recent years the approval of the smelters and railway

shows that environmental considerations are not

allowed to stand \n the way of most development
plans.

Malayan Naturalist, 40, 3 and 4. 10 The New York Times, 28 May 1987.



BRAZIL • TOXIC CHEMICAL SPILL INTO
AMAZON TRIBUTARIES

Three tributaries of the Amazon - the Tiaraju, Alalau

and Jauaperi - became heavily polluted wtth toxic

chemicals, including mercLfry, when a dam holding

mining residues collapsed on 3 May. The Taboca
Mining Company denied thai there was any danger

to the region's inhabitants, including 1.5 million

people in Manaus. The Brazilian Forest
Development Institute sent a team to assess the

damage.

Monitor (Earthtrust X* Press), 12 May 1987.

BRAZIL AMAZON PROTEST

Amazonian Indians staged an anti-nuclear ritual

dance outside the presidential palace in Brasilia on

Wednesday to protest against plans to dump
radioactive caesium 137 waste in the Amazon jungle

state of Para.

Ten people are critically ill in Rio de Janeiro after

being contaminated by the waste last month. The

tribal leader, Tapiet, says the dumping would threaten

13,000 members of the Kaiapo tribe. The Para state

government also opposes the idea.

Source; The Guardian, Oct. 16, 1987

BRAZIL LORD OF THE JUNGLE

In an era of ephemeral fame, legends do not come
much larger than that of Orlando Villas Boas. It is

some 40 years since he and his younger brothers,

Claudio and the late Leonardo, led an expedition into

the "green hell" of the Amazon to open the heart of

the interior for colonisation.

Overwhelmed by the beauty and cultural richness of

the tribes in the Xingu region, they remained in the

jungle to fend off waves of land speculators,

missionaries, diamond prospectors and other

predators. In 1961 they established the huge Xingu

National Park and for the next 20 years they brought

a number of fierce and previously uncontacted tribes

into its sanctuary - an achievement which has
prompted repeated f^obel nominations.

Now retired and living in Sao Paulo with his wife,

Marina, a former nurse in the Xingu, Orlando still acts

as consultant to FUNAI, the Indian agency of whose
council he is vice-president. He is angered by new
plans for a hydro electric complex on the river Xingu
that might flood 7,200 square kilometres and
threatens 1,400 Indians from 10 communities,

"The technicians in Brazil want to turn the country into

a huge lake; he said through an interpreter. "It would
ensure that many tribes would disappear - tribes we
don't even know about/

Source: The Guardian, Oct. 20, 1987

CENTRAL AMERICA - FORECAST FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTER

Central America is facing "an ecological disaster of

massive proportions;' according to a report to Ihe

United States Government last week.

The report, the first environmental audit of the region,

shows that rapid soil erosion, loss of forests,

overfishing and other misuse imperils the future of the

isthmus more than military conflict.

Prepared by the Internalional Institute for

Environment and Development in cooperation with

the US Agency for International Development, it

demonstrates that Central America threatens to follow

Ethiopia, facing a new famine, and the Indian

subcontinent, which is suffering simultaneously from

devastating floods and its worst drought this century.

As recently as 1950, most of the isthmus was covered

in dense forest. Now only a few major patches

remain. As the forests come down, species of

incalculable value are made extinct. Recent research

in Costa Rica found at least 225 tree species - a sixth

of those screened - to be potentially useful as a

source of anti-cancer drugs.

Even the timber of the felled trees is being wasted.

Less than 2 per cent of the valuable hardwoods cut

down ever reach sawmills. The rest are burned

where they lie or left to rot - 200 million English

pounds worth in Honduras alone each year.

Source: The Observer, Sept. 27, 1987

AFRICA MIRACLES AND PLUNDER

One of the world's largest suppliers of tropical

hardwoods. Cote d'lvoire is threatening to ban
exports and so stop what it describes as
indiscriminate plunder.

The Ivorian economic miracle of the I970's, achieved

on the back of soaring cocoa and coffee prices, was
fuelled by widespread forest clearance. Timber has

become the third biggest export earner.

But of the 15-miilion hectares of natural forest that

existed in 1965, only a million remain, according lo a

recent World Bank-FAO report.

About 300,000 hectares of forest are being cut each
year, while replantings cover only 5,000. Even the

fastest-growing species now being introduced take at

least 15 years to mature.

Bernard Ouput of the Centre de Technique Forestier

Tropical in Abidjan says commercial companies
destroy five cubic metres of timber for every one they

felt intentionally.

No compromise

in the defence ofmother earth



The big commercial logging companies, mostly

European, deny responsibility. They say that

government-allocated concessions can contain up to

300 cubic metres of wood per hectare, but that they

rarely take more than 13 CLfbic metres. With the best

trees gone, the average is less than one cubic metre.

The loggers blame cash-croppers who burn out plots

to plant coffee, cocoa, bananas, oEI pafm and rubber.

Fires are a new menace. In the past, they were

contained in the northern savanna zone by a dense

belt of humid forest. 8ut this natural fire-break has

now disintegrated. During the 1983 dry season, 13-

million hectares of forest, savanna and plantations

were destroyed by fire.

Wood Is the biggest single source of fuel for cooking

and heating. About 8-million cubic metres are used

for this purpose each year.

Efforts are now being made to tighten up policy.

Having progressively increased export taxes and

freight charges - so making Ivorian timber the most

expensive in Africa * the government this year

lowered the ceiling on commercial timber production

from 4-million to 3'miilion cubic metres. This will

mean a further fall in timber's share of total export

revenue - down to 8 per cent last year from a peak of

20 per cent in 1977.

To protect the remaining natural forests, the

government plans to encircle them with special

agricultural belts owned and operated by

smallholders. Those given plots will be expected to

police the forestry zones.

More intensive cash-cropping is to be encouraged to

reduce the demand for new farmland.However,

ministers have said on several occasions that the

peasants cannot be deprived of what is rightfully

theirs.

Source: Gerald Bourke, Timber, Oct. 1987

INDIA - GHATS AREA PADYATRA

A march from Navapur to Panaji by one group, and

from Kanyakumari to Panaji by another group began

on November I, to focus attention on the disastrous

ecological state of the Western Ghats.

Vice-admiral M. P. Awati, chairman of the

Maharashtra and Goa states committee of the World

Wildlife Fund, told newsmen that a core group of 40

people would start from Navapur in Dhule district on

November I and reach Panaji on January 29, while

another core group wouid commence its walk from

Kanyakumiari on the same day and reach Panaji, also

on January 29,

He said a campaign was being launched to generate

awareness among people all along the 2,000^km

route, from north to south of the great mountain chain,

in a unique project undertaken by 160 non-

governmental organisations and nearly 1,000

participants. The march will be sponsored jointly by

the WWF and the Bombay Natural History Society.

12

The group commencing its march from Navapur, was
led by the renowned ecologist, Mr. Sunderlal
Bahuguna (of Chipko fame) and one starting from

Kanyakumari by an anthropologist, Dr. Chandiprasad
Bhatt.

Part of the legendary Dandakaranya chain of

"Ramayana" fame, the Western Ghats was the great

watershed of river Godavari in the north, and the
Kaveri in the south, and also the Savitri. The range
rose to a height of 12,000 metres and even 9,000
metres in some sectors and constituted the source of

livelihood for those inhabiting the Deccan plateau,

and providing sustenance to agriculturists along the

chain from north to south.

Vice-admiral Awati warned that this fountainhead of

life was in dire danger of extinction, caused by
immediate denudation of its verdant wealth.

The forest cover in Maharashtra had dwindled down
to five per cent against the national average 9 per
cent, whereas the ideal was 32 per cent for good
quality of life, he said.

He announced that a mobile rural educational unit,

equipped with modern communicalton gear will be
deployed by the WWF to educate the rural people on
the need for preserving the ghats, by Introducing

afforestation programmes of planting trees which
required little water and species which were not

nibbled by animals.

Source: Times of India, Oct. 18, 1987

THAILAND -CONCERN OVER NAM CHOAN DAU

This is the beginning of an article by Project for

Ecological Recovery, 1705 Rama 4 Road, Bangkok
10500, Thailand, Tel. 252-5940.

We may have contacted you before to ask you to

express your concern about the hydroelectric Nam
Choan Dam proposed for Kanchanaburi Province in

Western Thailand. We are writing again now to inform

you of some recent developments and to ask for

renewed support for Thai efforts to save the
endangered area.

The Nam Choan reservoir, more than 200 square
kilometers in extent, would divide into three parts, and
possibly lead to the destruction of the largest primary
forest remaining on the South East Asian mainland -
the Thung Yai and Huay Kha Khaeng Wildlife

Sanctuaries on the upper Kwae Yal River. This forest,

described by World Wildlife Fund Chairman Russell
Train as the "single biologically richest area in South
East Asia/ is located at the junction of a variety of

biological and climatic areas. Although as yet little-

surveyed scientifically, It is likely to be a storehouse of

genetic diversity of incalculable value to the future of

agriculture, medicine, and biology. Dam construction

would threaten this diversity in two ways. First, by

dividing animal populations into three separate islands,

the Nam Choan reservoir would threaten species with

large area requirements and, according to one
prominent wildlife biologist, "would destroy the single
hope for long-term survival of large mammals in South
East Asia."



Addresses:

Postbag Editor

Editor

Bangkok Post

U-Chuliang Building

963 Rama 4 Road
Bangkok 10500

THAILAND

The Nation

59 Soil Saeng Chan
Sukhumvit Road ,Spi,42
Bangkok lOIIO

THAILAND

HE Gen. Prem Tinsulanonda

Prime Minister of Thailand

Office of the Prime Minister

Government House, Nakorn Pathom Road
Bangkok 10300

THAILAND

Gen. Thienchai Sirisamphan

Chairman, Nam Choan Committee
Office of the Prime Minister

Government House, Nakorn Pathom Road
Bangkok 10300

THAILAND

Please write letters to the above addresses, with copies

to Witoon Permpongsacharoen at Project for Ecological

Recovery.

PEASANT PROTESTS
Thailand's peasants are notorious for endlessly

exploiting the forests - without giving nature anything

in return. So when hundreds of villagers living

around a watershed forest in the remote northern
province of Nan protested against a logging

operation because, they claimed, it was affecting their

water-supply, they were setting a new trend. After

decades of forest scavenging and tree felling, the

villagers seem to have finally woken up to the woes of

deforestation.

The widely publicised three-month-old dispute over
logging in Huey Samun Forest has heightened
national interest in a subject that unfit now has

attracted little attention. The dispute in a remote
corner of Thailand has become a national issue. It

has been discussed by a parliamentary committee/
and a stream of senior officials from Bangkok,
including Agriculture and Cooperatives Minister Harn
Linanond, have inspected the site.

At the centre of the controversy is Nakhon Nan, a

local saw-miller which has been operating with the

permission of the provincial administration. But the

villagers have accused it of felling more trees than it

should have, and of illegally cutting down prohibited
species.

In a series of demonstrations since May, the villagers

have prevented the saw-miller from removing over

6,000 softwood logs. They claim that if the logs are

taken away, the company wil! indiscriminately fell

more trees, further disrupting the already damaged
watershed area.

The protests were prompted by this year's

exceptionally severe drought, which saw the

villagers' hilltop reservoir dry up. They said that if the

logging continued they would eventually be deprived

of this vital water source.

Source: Far Eastern Economic Review, SepL 17, 1987 13



THE FORGOTTEN FORESTS OF THE PACIFIC

The rainforests of the Pacific are scattered over an area larger than the whofe continent of Sooth America, yet

the area of tropical forests would probably fit into one or two valleys of the Amazon
,
or one of the

larger islands of Indonesia. The scattered remnants of original vegetation that survived the colonial era are

small En size, widely scattered, and yearly becoming more scarce. There are hundreds of these remnants,

perhaps even thousands - small dots in a large ocean.
j

But their significance far outweighs their size. Perhaps - and nobody knows, because the species have

neither been identified or counted - there are more separate endemic species in the Pacific basin than there

are in the whole of the Amazon!

Typically, a Pacific Island ecosystem may claim up to 60% of its species as endemic - not having evolved

anywhere else in the world. And within any one island group of the Pacific - the Fiji group, for instance
,

there

are hundreds of separate ecosystems, countless species found on only one or two islands, many of them

threatened with extinction in the name of progress. Not only logging, but coffee, copra and sugar plantations,

and seemingly benign developments, such as whole islands turned over to tourism, are seeing the annual

disappearance in the Pacific of countless species .

We would welcome more information from our readers on

touches on a few areas only.

the state of play in the Pacific - the following report

PAPUA NEW GUINEA -

GOVT MINISTERS SACKED
LOGGING ENQUIRY

OVER

'Rip out the forests and rip off the villagers and

landowners' is becoming the typical scenario of the

timber industry in Papua New Guinea. Foreign

companies logging in P.N.G. defy court order bans on

logging, exploit the Government's shoddy Forestry

'Private Dealings Act", rip out all the timber they want,

and rip off the locals by failing to keep promises of

compensation as well as defiling their environment,

destroying food gardens, fishing grounds, denuding

the forests and polluting their drinking water,

A commission of inquiry into forestry operations led

by Justice Barnett exposed the total inadequacy of

the Government's policies on forestry. The notoriou^^

Forestry Private Dealings Act contains no'

environmental,
safeguards and
P.N.G.'s forests

concern for the

operations are

corruption rife

politicians and

face charges

government
and manipulating

* I
With little assistance from the

companies defying court orders

policy and politicians, the local people have taken to

squatting in the forests to prevent further logging.

However, they face ingrained corruption and are now

becoming reliant on the cash economy, so this form of

protest is relatively ineffective. Meanwhile,
companies log out P.N.G. It is expected New Ireland

will be an importer of timber by the year 2000. Money
and timber leave ^ the country oj^ berjefit^f a cor/upt

indigenous elite. /

infrastructural or reforestation

is therefore freely used to exploit

for short term economic gain with no

landowners. Decisions on forestry

arbitrarily made with bribery and
amongst national and provincial

forestry officials. Senior politicians

resulting from deals made with

Indonesian military officials over logging contracts

being given in exchange for cash or electoral support.

Without a clear and coherent forestry policy the

prospects for continued abuse and exploitation of

P.N.G/s forests is horrifying.

Milne Bay Province and New Ireland are classic

examples of the flagrant abuse of the forests and the

people. Landowners have now watched many ships

leave laden with timber without receiving any of the

promised payment. In f^ilne Bay assistance was
promised in starting business projects - instead they

face desecrated lands, decreased food supplies and

polluted water. In New Ireland in one area alone

80,000 hectares of forest have been clearfelled. One
company vanished after logging out 110,000 hectares

of logs without establishing promised cocoa and

coconut plantations or constructing roads. In another ^-''.^

area, the people now have to walk 7km to get clean

drinking water as their river is so muddied from

increased soil erosion due to clearfelling.



AUSTRALIAN SUPPLEMENT TO N tS^S

WORLD RAINFOREST REPORT NO. 10

Queensland Fails to Stop World Heritage

The 17th General Assembly of the lUCN (International Union for the

Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources) was held in Costa
Rica in February, The Queensland government had publicly boasted ^^l^^^^^^

that they vy^ould mount an intensive effort at the General Assembly to

have the World Heritage nomination of Queensland wet tropical W
rainforests blocked. Their efforts to do so were in fact a non-event
as the Queensland government was unable to raise the issue at

either the Commission meetings, technical workshops or the

General Assembly, The General Assembly Chairman ensured that

the serious concerns of the meeting were not deflected by internal

political brawls by Queensland. Generally, there was widespread
support for the World Heritage nomination by delegates with a
recognition of the unique and outstanding value of these ancient
forests*

From various workshops the clear picture arose that global

monitoring of tropical deforestation was out of control and that we
are losing ground. There was no evidence from anyone present at

the meetings that commercial logging of tropical forests on a
sustained yield basis had been practicably successful anywhere in

the world.

The Queensland government stressed that it would try to have the
nomination opposed by the lUCN General Assembly. True to form,

they returned home claiming that they had had major victories at

Costa Rica in obtaining significant support from World Heritage
Committee representatives and from the lUCN Secretariat. This
was a total distortion of the real picture and indicates the desparate
measures the Queensland government is prepared to take.

Dr, Aila Keto represented the Rainforest Conservation Society (15

Colorado Ave,, Bardon, Qld. 4065) at the lUCN General Assembly.



Please clip this page, circulate petition and return to address below.

PETITION
TO THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:
THE PETITION OF CERTAIN ELECTORS OF THE DIVISION OF LEICHARDT,

CITIZENS OF AUSTRALL\, AND INTERNATIONAL VISITORS HUMBLY REQUEST
THAT THE CAPE TRIBULATION AND BLOOMFIELD FOUR WHEEL DRIVE TRACK BE
CLOSED DUE TO THE DESTRUCTION OF THE WORLD HERITAGE FRINGING REEFS
AND DAINTREE COASTAL WILDERNESS.

YOUR PETITIONERS THEREFORE REQUEST THAT THE CAPE TRIBULATION TO
BLOOMFIELD FOUR WHEEL DRIVE TRACK BE CLOSED AND AN ALTERNATIVE
OPTION BE PROVIDED TO HELP PROTECT THIS AREA FROM FURTHER
DESTRUCTION.

NAME ADDRESS SIGNATURE



Dr, L, J. Webb
Griffith University
School of Aust. Environmental Studies
P. O. Box 338
Alderley (Brisbane)

4051 Australia

24th September, 1987

Dear Colin Gibson and friends,

Thank you so much for the complimentary copy of The Blockade Report, This is a
timely and excellent compilation of relevant ideas and facts* and I hope your
recommendations for total road closure (with provision for alternative route) will

succeed - saving many $ millions, as weU as landscape and ecological values* your
"Horticultural Perspective" for the future of the roads' re-vegetation displays sound
botanical sense. What is then needed is ecologically based plantings of secondaries
(using "wOdlings" - seedlings from elsewhere if possible to expedite).

If and when a decision is made to write-off the road and rehabilitate the track, count
me in for helping with the replanting methods and operations!

Sincerely,

LenWebb

[Professor Len Webb, winner of last year's BHP award, was head of the CSlRO's
Rainforest Ecology Unit and is widely recognised as one of the foremost biologists in
the world todayJ

For a copy of The Blockade Report, a submission to the Federal Government World
Heritage inquiry - regarding the future of the track between Cape Tribulation and the
Bloomfieid River in the Dalntree Coastal Wildemess, North Queensland, Australia -

send $5.00 to:

Daintree Blockade Information Centre
c/o Parkview Hostel
Grafton Street

Cairns, QLD 4870

CLOSE THE ROAD!



RAINFOREST TIMBER IMPORTS:
ALTERNATIVES FOR IMPORT REPLACEMENT

Australia needs to develop a comprehensive policy for replacement of rainforest

timber used in Australia from domestic and foreign sources. Implicit in this policy

must be conservation of natural forests and vegetation and the continuation of the
use of renewable timber resources.

Clearly this would have implications for current forest management regimes and the
volume of timber being made available from old growth and regrowth forests. The
policy would promote more conservative use of native forest (i.e., timber production
from long rotation periods approaching natural life of dominant tree species), while
increasing the value added component per unit in the long term. Obviously, a
changeover period is necessary to accommodate the goals, which would mean
changes in patterns of resource exploitation in the short, interim and long term.

This policy would involve developing strategies for:

* use and establishment of timber resources,

* import replacement and support and development for

Australian manufacturing and industry.

Timber Resource Strategy

Short Term and Interim Resources

Locate and define timber resources available in Australia and New Zealand to be
used by the different sectors of manufacturing and the timber industry to achieve
replacement of rainforest timbers. These timber resources should come from:

* Wasted Resources » timber resources which currently are wasted or damaged
because of extraction and forestry practices,

* Misallocated Resources - timber resources which currently go to low value
added products because of allocation procedures and Forestry policies,

* Remaining Resources - this would constitute plantation and regrowth
forests which currently remain unutilised.

* Resources currently used in industry which are direct alternatives to

rainforest timbers.

Both waste and misallocation of resource are particularly acute problems with the
pulp and woodchip industry. Both industries, especially in Tasmania, consume,
leave behind or destroy large quantities of veneer and sawlog because of allocation,

extraction and forest management procedures. These timber resources could be used
directly or indirectly as alternatives to rainforest timbers-

The NSW Forestry Commission, by taking a highest bidder system for log allocation,

might make more rainforest alternatives available, particularly veneers. The
Tasmanian situation would be improved if tree fellers were paid for the logs they
felled, not the volume felled, and log allocation procedures improved.

There is plenty of potential for Australian timbers to be used as replacements for

rainforest timber. It is a matter of getting appropriate procedures in place to ensure
their supply.

Strategies for use of these resources could be developed which take into account
existing industries and employment opportunities and suggest alternatives for

sections of industry which might need restructuring to accommodate replacement of

rainforest timbers.



Future SuddIv of Timber Resources

Replacing rainforest timbers should also mean establishment of plantations of
multicultares of native rainforest and hardwood timber species on already cleared
lands. Also, the following issues need attention:

* alternative fibre crops like kenaf and recycling timber products which
would influence consumption patterns;

* mechanisms for establishment of these plantations. This would include:
- changes to taxation structures to promote a greater degree of

reaiforestation. Particularly tax rebated (like the 150% rebate the film industry used
to get) for investments in plantation forestry of species native species.

- further research and development of multiple species arrangements
(multlcultures of hardwood and rainforest species).

Import Replacement and Supporting
Australian Manufacturing and Industry

Development of strategy within acceptable 'conservative' forest management
strategies which would achieve goals of import replacement of rainforest timbers
and give major benefits to Australian manufacturing and industry.

The major industry areas which stand to gain are sawmilling, moulding, plyboard
and furniture manufacturing. In expanding Australian industry to fill markets
traditionally held by rainforest timbers the following points would need to be
canvassed. Tariffs on imported furniture and plyboard run at 30% and 25%
respectively. Both of these industries would play a vital role in replacement for

imported rainforest timbers. Very much of concem is the 0) lifting of trade tariffs by
Industry Assistance Commission on plywood and furniture, and (2) forthcoming
discussions with ASEAN nations and Federal Government concerning lifting trade
tariffs. Both these measures are likely to increase the amounts of rainforest timber
imports.

Other questions which need seriously to be addressed in Australian forestry policy
are:

* potential for access to overseas markets which are becoming available
because successful "Boycott Rainforest Timbers" campaigns are being run in Europe
and North America;

* declining availability of rainforest timber globally and market and
plantation development prospects for Australian timber industry;

* potentials for establishment of rainforest plantations overseas and the
need to help replant and regenerate rainforest-producing nations.

In developing strategies which would increase value added production from
Australian forests, overall volumes cut could be decreased. Section of markets
overseas could be filled in the interim while long term strategies for timber



Import replacement of rainforest timbers would be an important step in shifting the
emphasis of industry in Australia toward a course of "Environmentally Sound
Development". Timber and timber products are renewable resources » thus a properly
run timber industry has the ptoential to be this country's greatest environmental
asset.

It would be good if letters were written stressing these issues. Send letters to:

Senator John Button, Minister for Industry, Technology & Commerce

Senator Bruce Childs

Hon. Michael Dufty, Minister for Trade Negotiations

Hon. John Kerin, Minister for Primary Industry & Energy

Senator Graham Richardson, Minister for Envirorunent^ Arts & Sport

Hon. WOliam Hayden, Minister for Foreign AflTairs & Trade

All above at Parliament House, Canberra. This article was submitted by Matthew
Jamieson, The Wilderness Society, 57 Liverpool St., Sydney, NSW 2000.

To our great sorrow, Beth and Clark, our stalwart friends from the US are leaving in

a few weeks to take the message around New Zealand and then back to the USA.

So. . .we would like to announce that there are openings in Lismore for volunteers to

work at the Rainforest Information Centre, We are particularly interested in people
who have typing, computer and other office skills and those capable of taking on one
of our campaigns, but there's also room for someone eager to leam such skills to be of

service to the planet.

We have purchased the house next door for living accommodation for RIC workers,
and we would also be interested in someone with building skills to give Bullfrog a
hand fixing it up.

So. . . if you're financially independent (or would like to move your dole office up to

where we live, 30 km from Terania Creek and Byron Bay), drop us a line.

WORK FORTHE EARTH!



TERANIA NATIVE FORESTS ACTION GROUP,
Michael Murphy,
Terania Creek Road,
The Chaimon, N,S,W, 2480

13th February, 1988

Mr. John Whitehouse,
Director,

National Parks & Wildlife Sen^ice,

189 Kent Street,

Sydney, N.S.W. 2000

Dear Sir»

Re: Proposed Terantiita Creek Walking Track

N^VSproposes to constIt has come to our attention that Nl^^^proposes to construct a walldng track

into Terania Creek Basin in 1988. ^
^

Terania Native Forests Action Group has taEen a long-term and very Intense

Interest in the welfare of this area. We initiated the fight to presence it because of its

outstanding scientific and intrinsic values.

We are opposed to any further walking tracks within Terania Creek Basin on
the grounds that they would jeopardise these and other values*

We have a number of concerns:

* Terania Creek Basin has now become an extremely important historic site.

It is the first place in Australia where an environmental battle has been won through

direct action. Tliose of us who fought for the life of this place resent NPWS" apparent

willingness to treat Terania Creek Basin as a mere recreational resource. Even
educational interpretation is out of place when this can be done more effectively in

less sensitive sites such as Mt. Nardi.

* Important aboriginal archaeological sites, such as the cave* will be
Increasingly put at risk if further visitor access is facilitated. The known
archaeological sites scattered across the Basin are evidence of widespread aboriginal

occupation. Because of terrain the present Nightcap to Mt. Nardi track, in its

Terania section, passes at least one site possibly minimising its future value. A
systematic survey is necessary to allow a realistic asessment of the area's

archaeological resource. Nothing should be done to jeopardise this aspect in any
way* indeed access should be restricted as much as possible.

* Lowland sub-tropical rainforest is under-represented in the Caldera

National Parks, compared with the areas of higher altitude forest. Terania Creek
represents a small, vulnerable and very important remnant of such forest,

intermixed with a mosaic of other rainforest and sclerophyll forest types. Terania

Creek is considered by some wildlife ecologists to be the best undisturbed lowland

site for fauna studies within the Caldera.

* The opening up of the Basin to increased visitation would inevitably result

in increased accessibility to fragile areas. Some visitors already leave the

designated track and venture into the Basin. Providing more tracks does not stop

this problem - it simply provides greater access to more areas in which to leave the

track. This would lead to further disturbance, plant stealing, soil compaction,

littering and harassment of fauna by visitors' dogs.

* The intrinsic value of such a beautiful place as Terania Creek Basin would
continue to be eroded if escalating visitor impact is permitted. As no research has
been carried out by NPWS to determine the number of visitors that this area can
withstand, it has to be assumed that further Inroads would continue to be made, and
visitor areas would be 'hardened off as continuing pressure is made on them.



If NPWS permits and encourages growing human demands on highly
sensitive areas, it will be seen to be ignoring the spirit of both the National Parks Act
and the World Heritage Listing. In our opinion it is not the role of NPWS to place
recreational opportunities above the absolute protection of priceless sites such as
Terania Creek Basin,

We believe that, with the expected dramatic influx of tourists in the next
decade, Terania Creek Basin can be protected adequately only by recognition of it as
an especially sensitive area where visitation is to be restricted to the present picnic

area and short walk.

We recommend that the old logging road, now covered with lantana, should
have a barricade and an interpretive sign to explain why further entry into the Basin
is not permitted. Long-term rehabilitative work should be carried out to remove
weed regrowth and replace it with appropriate species.

Hie efforts of Terania Native Forests Action Group have had a major role in

the preservation of Terania Creek Basin and the gazettal of many rainforest
National Parks, culminating in their acceptance on the World Heritage List. Our
group feels a powerful responsibility to protect the best interests of this forest. It has
a wide base of support from other conservation groups, all of whom are concerned
about the issues raised here. It would be a pity if we were again forced to take a stand
against what we consider to be a threat to the integrity of this refugium.

We urge you to abandon any proposals for further walking tracks into

Terania Creek Basin and to take immediate steps to rehabilitate the damage caused
by decades of logging.

Yours sincerely,

" Michael Murphy
TNFAG

Please write a letter to the National Parks
and Wildlife Service in opposition to the
proposed Terania Creek Walking Track.
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MOUNT ETNA CAVES BLOCKADE

to slop the Limestone Mining
22kiiis norlii of Rockhampton April/May 1988

you CAN HELP YOU CAN HELP YOU CAN HELP
A campaign of direct action and civil disobedience is planned to start in late April/May

at Mt. Etnaon the central Queensland coa^t.This is an invitation for you to help.

The blockade action is a gtjidea opportunity t<:i help save one of Australia's great natural

mai^els. Is is also unique because it cannot faiL By virtue of the terrain, blockade

action is guaranteed to stop the destruction. Mo other direct action campaign can

promise to do that,

The Mt. Etna blockade will also be a landmark event in Australia. It will be the first real

test for the Ahern Government and it u^ill pave the way for further environmental

gains in Queensland and the rest in years to come.

The Issue: Mt, Etna is an amazing honeycomb of caves, one of only three significant

limestone cave areas in Queensland. The caves are exceptional vith sculptured and

coloured passages, stalactites and stalagmites, and a breeding ground for over 250 "000

bats.

80% of Australias population of Little Bent- Winged Bats depend on Mt, Etna as their

maternity site every year. It is also home of Australias rare and endangered Ghost-Bat:

the largest predatory cave-dwelling bat in the world,

Mt. Etna is a distinctive pyramid-shaped mountain. It is covered in "Semi-Evergreen

Vine Thickets" which are virtually unrepresented in National Parks and hold essentia!

links in any study g/ the histoiy of Australias flora.Its surface is scarred by 25 years of

blasting and quarrying for cement making but astonishingly the fantastic cave system

within it is still largely intact. Of the 46 main caves, 43 are still in pristine condition.

The beauty of the caves, together with their unique ecology of bat species, complete

with preying snakes and frogs is a natural phenomenon which exists nowhere else in

the world. It demands protection.

Time is runnifls out: If mining operations continue unabated much of Mt. Etna will

end up in cement bags, Alre^idy one of its most significant features, Crystiil Palace, has

been smashed into extinction, Current blasting of explosives by Queensland Cement Ltd.

(Q.C.L.) need to sUjp now with , Feasable and economical mining alternatives do exist for

«

Join, the Action: Actions are planned to commence on 3rd of May, Free busses can be

arranged from Brisbane U) Rockhampton leaving late April. Direct Action will include

filling tn of drill holes, roaJ blocfctdc, evasion on mountain surface and cave-sit-ins.

Some training in rope work and non -violent action will be held on site!

You will need to know details of transport, where and when to come, what to biing and
what you will be doing there/



Contact us now and will send you all necessary information:

The Ml. Etna Committee

Rockhampton QLD. 470

Tel. (079) 272490 or (079} 27 1068

Taaf deductible donations: Donations of $2 or more can be tax deductible. Simply make
your donation to the Australian Conservation Foundation specifying that you prefer
your donation be used for the purpose of the Mt. Etna Campaign, (Include name and
adress and send to ACF. 672B Glenferrie Rd, Hawthorn, Victoria 3122)

Help our lobbying campaifin

Write letters to the Pi^emier of Queensland, Micheal Ahern, Parliament House, Brisbane
4000. Tell him politely that his consei'vation reserve at Mt, Etna is totally inadequate,

Ask him to consult with the consei^ation movement to find a resolution to the issue.

Send letters also t3 the Federal Minister for the Environment. Senator Graham
Richardson, Parliament House, Canberra 2600, Ask him to urgently involve the Federal

Government in negotiations with the Queensland Government.

For more information on the Mt. Etna issue please write to the Mt, Etna Committee, P.O.

BoiT 538. Rockhampton 4700 QLD.

RAINFOREST ACTION GROUPS

The Melbourne Rainforest Action Group was formed foHowing a slide presentation by
John Seed on the 30 th of May. More than 200 pec pie attended the evening, and about 100

stayed on to found the new group, breaking into affinity groups such as "Sti'eet Theatre",

"Tropical Timber Boycott Actions, a group to give out information and sell goods at

markets etc. A similar group formed after the slide show m Katoomba a few days

previously and they will be doing markets and helping support the volunteers working
in Ecuador.

We are hoping that similai^ groups will form elsewhere and the slide show will be shown
in Canberra during the second week of May (for details contact Michael Sullivan 488087
Ch) 489977 (w)) andm Sydney on the 31stof May (Jonathon Doig, 2176190 (w) with a view
to establishing RAG's, The 50 or so local RAG's in the US have had spectacular success in

getting Burger King out of the Central American rainforests etc.

ACTION ALERTS

A number of people hove written to us setyinq that they are interested in writing letters more
frequently than those suggested in World Rainforest Report which only cximes out 3 or 4 times a

year.

We are creating an Urgent Action Address list of people who are willing to write letters as issues

arise. If you want to be included, please let us know.



STOP PRESS

PENAN CONTINUE BLOCKADE
Pfnnil^

*^^ repressive Malaysian arrests of environmentalists, and new legislation allowing for
$ 000 fines for blockading forests, the Penan natives of Sarawak have decided to continue their
blockades of forestry

activity In their homelands. Further action is planned in the near future.

This information comes from authoratative sources who relumed in Ivlarch from the blockade area

Nving^'with fhe pYnaT'
^^^^ ^^""'"^

'^^ ^"""^
^'""^ ^""'^^ refugee who is

The Malaysian press carries a great campaign of misinformation at present, claiminq that bv
depriving the f=enan of their homelands they are doing them a favour and civilising them and
blaming them for

destruction of forests via shifting agricullure.

The forest dwelling Penan do not want to leave their land to be logged and be forced into
"

civilisation"
.

This is the Penan's last stand, and one of the last forest dwelling groups of Asia will
Shortly disappear unless continuing international pressure is mounted against the Malavsian
government.

aa^oian

Rainforest Information Centre in Australia ( P.O. Box 368, Lismore 2480) has sent a $600
donation for food costs In mounting the blockade, and is able to channel further funds for food
legal expenses etc.

<^vu,



WHAT YOU CAN DO

This is an urgent hugian rights issue, as much as it is an environmentai issue.

Please alert

* your media,
* your government

( Commonwealth countries should protest against holding the next
CHOGM conference in Malaysia due to human rights violations

)

* human rights organisations

Datuk Wong, the timber concessionaire who is Sarawak's Minister lor the Enviroment must be
exposed. Mr Wong is the owner of Limbang Trading

, which is logging the area. He sees no
conflict of interest in this, refuses to answer letters, and is mde to international missions aimed at
helping the Penan. Tell the Chief Minister his government's credibility is held in question
internationaJly due to Mr Wong 's aclivtlies,

-

(
YAB Datuk Pattingi Haji Abdul Mahmud, Chief Minister of Sarawak. Chief Ministers Office, Petra

Jaya, Kuching, Sarawak)

If you have friends in Malaysia, let them know.

Financial support from the blockade can be channelled through RIG, address overleaf.

Send letters, petitions, good vibes, donations, SUPPORT THE PENAN!

RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE, P.O. BOX 368, LISMORE 2480
AUSTRALIA



SOLOMON ISLANDS - RENNELL CAMPAIGN

Andy Frame recently went over to the Solomon
Islands to see what we could do about the proposals
to deforest the island of Rennelf (see WRR9).
Three logging companies are investigating the
possibility of logging Rennell, the finest upraised
cora[ atolJ in the Pacific with the largest freshwater
lake in the Pacific and a host of endemic species. At
least one of these companies is claiming that the
oniv economic solution was a chipmill.

The lUCN has recommended Rennelf for World
Heritage status, and Andrew travelled to the

Solomons to walk the length and breadth of Rennell

discussing alternatives to logging with the islanders.

He aiso talked again with officials and politicians in

Honiara about the need for the Soiomons to become
a signatory to the World Heritage Convention.
Previous objections as to the cost of becoming a
signatory were met as Andrew had earlier traveiied

to

Gland in Switzerland where World Heritage
authorities assured us that some of the normal costs

could be waived.

Stay tuned,

FIJI ^ LOGGING LINKS TO COUP EXPOSED

In a remarkable piece of investigative journalism

carried by Australian media, prominent journalist

Wendy Bacon has shown just how much timber

contracts had to do with the Fiji coup.

Wendy Bacon outlines the role of Paul Freeman in

the coup and its aftermath. Paul Freeman, an
Australian, first came to notice in the Pacific when he
was banned from the Sofomon Islands several years
ago , after allegations of granting favours to

government ministers in return for logging
concessions.

Freeman has a diverse range of logging interests in

the Pacific, through his Externai; Trade Organisation

and other interests. In the post coup situation, he has
recently opened new timber mills in Fiji,

Freeman also is involved in weapons trade , as a

commissioned officer of the Fiji armed forces at the

time of the coup, and a host of aid projects. His close

links with both the Fijian coup personalities and the

CIA have been thoroughly documented. The
document outlines concerns of Freeman and his
colleagues that the elected Bavandra government
had anti-privatisation and anti-nuclear policies which
threatened powerful interests.

Post coup Fiji sees the few remaining forests more
threatened than ever, as the country struggles to

recover from the economic pressures brought aboput
by the coup,

VANUATU

iNobody knows much about the forests

of Vanuatu, including the government. It recently
announced a suspension of any new logging

contracts until an assessment of the nations forests

could be conducted to see if any remain. We hope
they find some......

WORLD RA]OTOREST MOVEMENT CRITICISES

TROPICAL FORESTS ACTION PLAN

The Tropical Forestry Action Plan (TFAP), the
glossy 8 billion dollar project purporting to
^SAVE' the world's tropical forests is actually
"anti-people, anti-ecology and maintains a
profit making bias." So concludes Dr. Vandana
Shiva in a critique of the TFAP commissioned
by the World Rainforest Movement. Dr. Shiva
provides clear and thorough insights into the
many flaws of the TFAP which is financed by
the World Bank, the United Nations
Development Program and the U.S. Agency for

International Development.

According to the book, the TFAP blames the
destruction of tropical forests upon the poor
without recognition of the primary role of

international development financing, and this
bias permeates the implementation of the plan.
The proposed 'forestry' projects retain a
commercial and industrial bias (e.g., native
forests replaced with eucalypt plantations) and
are indifferent to human and ecological
concerns - forestry will become even more
capital intensive and externally controlled. The
rights of indigenous and peasant peoples and
their connections with the forests as life

supports are ignored and thus their existence is

severaly threatened.

"The Tropical Forests Action Plan should be
resisted by all individuals, institutions and
movements who are committed to the protection
of tropical forests and the rights of tribals and
peasants of the third world," Dr. Shiva
concludes.

DON'T BE FOOLED BY THIS EXPENSIVE
PROPAGANDA FL\SCO WHERE ONCE AGAIN
ECOLOGY AND THE THIRD WORLD LOSES OUT.

For further information or a copy of Forestry
Crises and Forestry Myths: A Critical Review of
Tropical Forests; A Call for Action, by Vandana
Shiva, write to Rainforest Information Centre,
P. O. Box 368, Llsmore, NSW 2480, Australia.
Cost $6.
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UNDER THE SHADOW OF THE BEECH SCHEME^

The official opening of the Paparoa National
Park next month - an event warmly welcomed by
all conservationists - also carries a sad warning
of what the planned West Coast beech scheme
will really mean.

The Paparoa National Park, as originally

conceived by the then National Parks Authority
in the late 1970 's, covered most of the Paparoa
Range between the BuUer Gorge and Greymouth.
Later, as part of a process of trying to ease
acceptance of the park with West Coast loggers, it

was decided to shrink the initial park proposal
down to a small area around Punakaiki (which
unto recently was being called the Punakaiki
National Park to contrast it with the original

proposal).

The idea of shrinking the proposal was that
eventually the park boundaries would be
extended back out to the natural boundaries,
including the WlldeTTiess Area in the northern
part of the ranges and the popular Moonlight
and Croessus Tracks to the south.

This was all before the Government pushed
ahead with "think big" plans for a massive new
industry based on the clear felling of huge areas

of the natural beech forests of North Westland
and Buller - a scheme for which an industry
tender was accepted recently.

The effect of going ahead with a beech scheme, to

which the unreserved merchantable forest has
been committed, is that the option of expanding
the national park in the future could be lost

forever. This is because there are pockets of land

proposed for the beech scheme scattered
throughout the rest of the range.

Corporatisation makes the situation worse still.

Decisions will shortly be made allocating

publicly owned forest into the Forestry
Corporation. Once the potential Paparoa
National Park land around the initial park went
into a corporation, which is entirely

commercially oriented, it would be extremely
difilcult to get it back for the public as national

park And yet it is our land in the first place! The
same sort of story is repeated throughout the

beech scheme area.

In the meantime the local Taurange Bay Odlins

sawnllL which in the early 1980's was seen as

the main conflict with the park, has closed for

economic reasons. There is now no good local

reason to restrict the size of the national park,

only the determination of a few professional
16

foresters and Wellington-based business people

to commit every possible patch of beech forest to

a beech scheme.

So this magnificent national park - with all the
real, longterm benefits which national parks
offer to the regions around them - is in risk of

being decimated because of shortsighted
commitments to a beech scheme.

The beech forests require your urgent action

before irreversible decisions are taken. When
you are quietly (or loudly!) celebrating the
opening of the Paparoa National Park, please
spend half an hour and

WRITE URGENTLY TO THE MINISTER OF
CONSERVATION, HELEN CLARK

(PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, WELLINGTON, NEW
ZEALAND).

Urge her to think again about the decision to

allocate the land around the Paparoa National
Park and elsewhere to the Forestry Corporation
for a beech scheme, explaining that it may
permanently cut off more valuable future
options.

Unique species of native wildlife will be
threatened by the beech scheme - but we may
never know, because few surveys of these forests

have even been undertaken. Some species that

are unknown to science could be destroyed by the

chainsaws and bulldozers.

The rich, diverse lowland forests at risk are the

known habitat of such indigenous species as
kaka, kakariki, pigeon, bellbird, tui. South
Island robin, South Island fembird and kiwL
No less important than these spectacular birds

are other forms of fauna including the long-

taOed bat, three skink species, four gecko species

and at least one species of giant land snail. The
only reason that this list is not longer is that

very little research or documentation of the
region's flora and fauna has been attempted. If

the forests are destroyed, we will never know
what they contained.

Internationally, New Zealand is recognized as a
living museum whose ancient species give a clue

to our geological past. Already we have
destroyed large numbers of species and
endangered many other - New Zealand's
endangered bird species list is second only to

that of Hawaii, Such living clues to the past are

rapidly being destroyed. hq-



THE CONFERENCE OF THE NON GOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS ANDVOLUNTARY BODIES OF THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION MET IN NEW DELHI FROMOCTOBER 23 TO 25, 1 987 AND RESOLVED AS FOLLOWS: _

RESOLtmONS

The Conference of the Non-Governmental Organisations and Voluntary Bodies of
the Asia-Pacific Region met in New Delhi from October 23 to 25, 1987 and resolved s^' - ^
as follows: jr,-'f'''^t''^<^^^^S^i*>^

u 1 J I:
World Resources Institute Report on Tropical Forestiy Action Plan'^*"

'

should be revised as 'Tropical Forests Strategy' without the investment projections
so neatly quantified. A greater emphasis should be laid on the protection of
primary and secondary natural forests within the World Resources Institute Plan.

2. An effective and meaningful Tropical Forestry Action Plan cannot be
developed in isolation at the metropolitan centres. The integration of a largenumber of microplans made by independent community organisations in
collaboration with the local NGOs and GOs must be central to such a strategy.

3. The efforts of the World Resources Institute to involve NGOs in the
modification process of the Tropical Forestry Action Plan are commended and it
IS hoped that this will overcome major deficiencies and problems of perspective in
the Plan. It urges all institutions associated with the Plan to involve NGOs in all
aspects of implementation.

4. In view of the failure of all the existing large dams to provide the benefits
originally projected; and the great social and environmental damage caused bythem; in view of the phenomenal increase in their construction costs; and in view
01 the existence of more socially equitable and cost effective alternatives on
smaller scale In the fields of energy generation and agricultural development'

a moratorium on the construction of new 'large-dams' is
called for^ in particular the Nam Choan Dam in Thailand,
and the Narmadasagar and Tehri Dams in India, which
are synbols of environmental destuction, social injustice
and economic folly.

i<>f 1^ 1
^'

T^^'
reforms directed towards a better environmental performance of

Multilateral Development Banks cannot succeed fully without attention being
paid to the 'debt-burden' of developing countries; and therefore urges reforms and
initiatives aimed at reUeving such pressure from poorer countries.

A • /T,
^'

r
'^^^^ ^ communications' technologies be used to serve an

Asia/Pacific NGO Network, and every national Group of NGOs should decide what
suits them best. Options include Telex. FAX, and electronic mail and conferencing
by computer. However, where available, computerized communication networks
appear the most cost-effective options.

Mr^/-.
^' '^^^ ^ computerized communication network be established to serveNGOs within the Asia-Pacific region; to strengthen capabilities and

fo?e^sts^^
effectiveness in conservation and sustainable use of tropical

Furthermore, the NGOs' network should facilitate NGO exchanges within,
and between regions, and result In support for grassroots NGOs working on field

'

projects.

8. That full support to the NGOs' Padayatra be extended which aims to linkand bring together all voluntary agencies and social workers striving for the
protection and conservation of the forests in the Western Ghats

[Ian Peter represented Rainforest InfoTrriation fcentfe arthis^confereric^'-l
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WORLD CHARTER FOR NATURE
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,

REAFFIRMING the fundamental purposes of the United Nations, in particular the

maintenance of international peace and security, the development of friendly

relations among nations and the achievement of international co-operation in solving

international problems of an economic^ social, cultural, technical, intellectual or

humanitarian character^
msp^ that:

(a) Mankind is a part of nature and life depends on the uninterrupted functioning of

natural systeins which ensure the supply of energy and nutrients,

(b) Civilization is rooted in nature, vMch has shaped huiten culture and influenced

all artistic and scientific achievi^nent, and living in harmony with nature gives man

the best qpportunities for the develcproent of his creativity, and for rest and recreation,

OCNVnOD that:

(a) Every form of life is unique, warranting respect regardless of its worth to rran,

and, to accord other organisms such recognition, man must be guided by a moral code of

action,

(b) Man can alter nature and exhaust natural resources by his action or its

consequences and, therefore, must fully recognize the urgency of maintaining the

stability and quality of nature and of conserving natural resources*

PERSUTOED that:

(a) lasting benefits fron nature c^end upon the imintenanoe of essential ecological

processes and life support systerns, and upon the diversity of life forms, which are

jeopardized through excessive exploitation and habitat destruction by man,

(b) The cfegradation of natural systsns owing to exoessive consurrption and misuse

of natural resources, as well as to failure to establish an appropriate economic order

among peoples and among States, leads to the breakdown of the economic, social and

political framework of civilization,

(c) Carpetitim for scarce resources creates conflicts, whereas the ocnservation of

nature and natural resources contributes to justice and the maintenance of peace and

cannot be achieved until mankind learns to live in peace and to forsake war and

armaments

,

REAFFIRMING that man must acquire the knowledge to maintain and enhance

his ability to use natural resources in a manner which ensures the preservation of the

species and ecosystons for the benefit of present and future generations,

FIRMjY COSIVINCED of the need for appropriate measures, at the national and

international, individual and collective, and private and public levels, to protect nature

and promote international cooperation in this field,

ADOPTS, to these ends, the present World Charter for roature, i*^ch proclaims the

following principles of conservation by which all human conduct affecting nature is to

te guided and judged GENERAL prujCIFLES

1, Nature shall be respected and its essential

processes shall not be impaired.
2. The genetic viability on the earth shall not

be compromised; the population levels of all life

forms, wild and domesticated, must be at least
sufficient for their survivaL and to this end
necessary habitats shall be safeguarded,

3, All areas of the earth, both land and sea
^3hall be subject to these principles
conservation; special protection shall be given
to unique areas, to representative samples of all

the different types of ecosystems and to the.

habitats of rare or endangered species.

4. Ecosystems and organisms, as well as the
land, marine and atmospheric resources that
are utilized by man, shall be managed to achieve
and maintain optimum sustainable
productivity, but not in such a way as to
endanger the integrity of those other ecosystems
or species with which they coexist,

5, Nature shall be secured against
degradation caused by warfare or other hostile

activities.



II . FUNCTIONS

6. In the decision-making process it shall be
recognized that man's needs can be met only by
ensuring the proper functioning of natural
systems and by respecting the principles set

forth In the present Charter.
7. In the planning and implementation of

social and economic development activities, due
account shall be taken of the fact that the

conservation of nature is an integral part of

those activities.

8. In formulating long-term plans for

economic development, population growth and
the improvement of standards of living, due
account shall be taken of the long-tenn capacity

of natural systems to ensure the subsistence and
settlement of the populations concerned,
recognizing that this capacity may be enhanced
through science and technology,

9. The allocation of areas of the earth to

various uses shall be planned, and due account

shall be taken of the physical constraints, the

biological productivity and diversity and the

natural beauty of the areas concerned.

10. Natural resources shall not be wasted, but

used with a restraint appropriate to the

principles set forth in the present Charter, in

accordance with the following rules:

(a) Living resources shall not be utilized in

excess of their natural capacity for regeneration:

(b) The productivity of soils shall be

maintained or enhanced through measures
which safeguard their long-term fertility and

the process of organic decomposition, and
prevent erosion and all other forms of

degradation;
(c) Resources, including water, which are

not consumed as they are used shall be reused or

recycled;

(d) Non-renewable resources which are

consumed as they are used shall be exploited

with restraint, taking into account their

abundance, the rational possibilities of

converting them for consumption, and the

compatibility of their exploitation with the

functioning of natural systems.

11, Activities which might have an impact on

nature shall be controlled, and the best
available technologies that minimize
significant risks to nature or other adverse

effects shall be used; in particular:

(a) Activities which are likely to cause

irreversible damage to nature shall be avoided;

(b) Activities which are likely to pose a

significant risk to nature shall be preceded by an

exhaustive examination; their proponents shall

demonstrate that expected benefits outweigh

potential damage to nature, and where potential

adverse effects are not fully understood, the

activities should not proceed;

(c) Activities which may disturb nature

shall be preceded by assessment of their

consequences, and environmental impact
studies of development projects shall be
conducted sufficiently in advance, and if they

are to be undertaken, such activities shall be
planned and carried out so as to minimize

potential adverse effects;

(d) Agriculture, grazing, forestry and
fisheries practices shall be adapted to the

natural characteristics and constraints of given

areas;

(e) Areas degraded by human activities

shall be rehabilitated for purposes in accord

with their natural potential and compatible

with the well-being of affected populations.

12. Discharge of pollutants into natural

systems shall be avoided and:

(a) Where this is not feasible, such
pollutants shall be treated at the source, using

the best practicable means available;

(b) Special precautions shall be taken to

prevent discharge of radioactive or toxic wastes.

13. Measures intended to prevent, control or

limit natural disasters, infestations and
diseases shall be specifically directed to the

causes of these scourges and shall avoid adverse

side-effects on nature.

Ill . IMPLEMENTS ION

14. The principles set forth In the present

Charter shall be reflected in the law and practice

of each State, as well as at the international
level.

15. Knowledge of nature shall be broadly
disseminated by all possible means,
particularly by ecological education as an
integral part of general education.

16. All planning shall include, among its

essential elements, the formulation of strategies

for the conservation of nature. the
establishment of inventories of ecosystems and
assessments of the effects on nature of proposed
policies and activities; all of these elements
shall be disclosed to the public by appropriate
means in time to permit effective consultation

and participation.

17. Funds, programmes and administrative

structures necessary to achieve the objective of

the conservation of nature shall be provided.

18. Constant efforts shall be made to increase

knowledge of nature by scientific research and
to disseminate such knowledge unimpeded by
restrictions of any kind,

19. The status of natural processes,
ecosystems and species shall be closely

monitored to enable early detection of

degradation or threat, ensure timely
intervention and facilitate the evaluation of

conservation policies and methods.
20, Military activities damaging to nature

shall be avoided,

2L States and, to the extent they are able,

other public authorities, international
organizations, individuals, groups and
corporations shall:

(a) Co-operate in the task of conserving

nature through common activities and other
relevant actions, including information
exchange and consultations; 1

9



'
[b) Establish standards for products and

manufacturing processes that may have adverse

effects on nature, as well as agreed
methodologies for assessing these effects;

(c) Implement the applicable
international legal provisions for the
conservation of nature and the protection of the

environment;
(d) Ensure that activities within their

jurisdictions or control do not cause damage to

the natural systems located within other States

or in the areas beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction;

(e) Safeguard and conserv^e r^ture in areas

beyond national jurisdiction.

22. Taking fully into account the sovereignty

of States over their natural resources, each State

shall give effect to the provisions of the present
Charter through its competent organs and in co-

operation with other States.

23. All persons, in accordance with their

national legislation, shall have the opportunity

to participate, individually or with others, in

the formulation of decisions of direct concern to

their environment, and shall have access to

means of redress when their environment has
suffered damage or degradation.

24. Each person has a duty to act In

accordance with the provisions of the present

Charter; acting individually, in association
with others or through participation in the

political process, each person shall strive to

ensure that the objectives and requirements of

the present Charter are met, -

Text from William Irwin & Wolfgang Burhenne,
eds., THE WORLD CHARTER FOR NATURE,
United Nations Environment Programme, New^

fYork, NY
{ { I ^

mo IN TOKYO

'The chances of saving the world's tropical
rainforests with the International Tropical
Timber Organization are 50 to 1 against/ says
Alfred Leslie, a former director of the United
Nations Food and Agricultural Organization's
Forest Industries Division. "Without ITTO, the

chances are 500 to L"

ITTO is a body of representatives from consumer
and producer countries involved in the tropical

timber trade. Conservationists are pinning
hopes for the preservation of rainforests on this

young organization since ITTO must by
necessity protect the resource on which the
timber trade is based.

Speaking at a seminar on the tropical rainforest

problem held in Tokyo on the occasion of the

third meeting of the ITTO General Council,
Leslie emphasized the urgency of the problem:
At present rates of deforestation there will be no
more rainforest in 20-30 years. Poverty is the

leading cause of tropical deforestation, the
veteran forester said, but logging for the timber
trade must share the responsibility.

The task before ITTO, as Leslie sees it, Is to make
rainforest areas more valuable to rural people as
forests than as farm land. This means
incorporating them into the trade in forest

products so that they benefit from it.

1
;̂7)This Charter includes all inembers of the United Nations, of which

your country is a party. Without public insistence, the Charter could

Y

in all likelihood remain a lofty bureaucratic dialogue and might

^

never be irtplemented . Readers are encouraged to seek ways to

actualize the Charter locally and to hold governments

,

organisations and individuals accountable to this fine collection o:

words and goals.

Nodi Mather represented the Rainforest

For the logging industry to begin working to

conserve forests, the entire market structure of

the timber trade must be turned around. At
present, economics militates against
sustainable use of tropical rainforests. Due to

lack of controls over logging, timber companies
end up penalized financially for attempting to

rehabilitate logged-over forest. That's because
many of their competitors ignore the few rules

concerning reforestation that do exist. This
increases their profits and thus, their
competitiveness. - U--

Sustainable forestry - natural management by
name - is possible using methods already in

existence, asserts Leslie.

Information Center at this conference,

us for a full report on the conference
- - -

II ilriffiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiil^^

Write to

20
[Source: Article by Don J.

Times, 20 Nov. 1987]

Modesto, The Japan



FROM OUR CORRESPONDENCE .^^<f<u.n^<^

Letter from Elsie Leyden, 28 Dec. 1987 ^ZytC^^f>:^C-p^

Your magnificent Report No. 9 reached me OK last week. What a quality and informative No. this

one is - took me hours of quiet digestion and I felt overwhelmed and overawed at your perennial persistence

and utter dedication to maintaining this regular Report and ensuring it reaches all those organisations in far

away countries that are too poor to print or garnish all its resource material you garnish worldwide so we in

the Environment struggle don't feel alone or isolated or just "a few Greenies' who are out on the fringe of

people's consciousness, when the reality is - no matter what, the tycoons who own our newsprint and T,V.

news do to 'deny' the caring work being done by the few - it \Jl being done, being propogandised by us, in

every organisation or group we belong to. So 1 am very concerned to tell you and reassure you of the infinite

but quiet and non-publicised goodness of your work and keeping the worldwide linkage alive and a reality.

I am 70 now, 1 know it all and don't need you to send nne any more Reports. Use my subscription I

enclosed to send to the young new groups and the poor country's stmggles. I will forever be working for the

environment till my fast breath.

Here is one of my poems....

CONCERN FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

WheneYe I call to conscious mind

the beauty of our Earth

And of its shimmering balance

feel the touch --

From out the depths of quiet despair

I think -

Where are the few who care?

And of the few, how much?

Dear Elsie, If you hadn't read World Rainforest report. How would we have got

your poem ?j C]^

Correspondence from a friend in the ARCTIC CIRCLE:

"Right now we have two travelling exhibitions about forests here in Lutea: one for schooi children about our

own temperate forest and one about rainforests (made by Friends of the Earth, Sweden). There is a

campaign starling right now against the "chemical jungle" - all the dangerous substances that are nol tested

(enough or at all). There is an increasing awareness of the presence of poison in food, air, water... .but the

authorities tend to protect the industry, not the people/

[Olle Wiklund, Stationsgatan 22A, 951 34 Lulea, Sweden]

**l find your newsletter the most beautiful in appearance that I know
optimism through the dark air around us.

C5>

It is also one of the few which breathes

You are thinking globally and acting locally."

[Nov. 25, 1987 Letter from St. John Kettle, West Melbourne, Aust

(J (7%^

J
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I'DEORAI" (SACRED GROVE) ; AN ANCIENT INDIAN CONCEPT OFCOMMON PROPERTY RESOURCES'

Sacred groves or "Deorals", "Deoban" etc are
vernacular terms used for a patch of forest
which may even be a part of a larger forest and
which is left "untouched" by the local
inhabitants for all practical purposes. A
'sacred-grove' is usually dedicated to a 'deity' - or
a mother-goddess - who is supposed to protect
and preside over the grove. Such sacred groves
are found in all parts of India. At present there
Is a record of well over 400 such sacred groves in
Maharashtra - which are threatened by themodem "development" process and which are
therefore likely to deteriorate. They need to be
protected immediately.

They are not unique to India - as they are known
to exist in Nepal, Burma, Indonesia and also Inmany countries of Africa, Latin America and the
Pacific Archipelago. The important point
however is that they all have - where ever they
still exist " a number of common
characteristics which make them identifiable.

In India the work done by the famous indoloeist
pr^D. D. Kosambi and others has thrown a lot of
light on this ancient institution. In recent times
Dr. V. D. Vartak and Dr. Madhav Gadgll have
studied these groves in some detail and also
written some research papers in the early 1970's.

It Is felt that this institution dates back several
thousand years - and at least to the pre-agrarian
period, when human society in India was largely
of the hunting gathering, nomadic /semi-
nomadic type. There is evidence to suggest that
the deities of the 'Deorai'. have uniquely
different names in each location, and are pre-
vedic in origin. The 'mother-goddess', is always
perceived as a ferociously possessive protector of
the forest.

The local headman or priest performs the
religious rites and conveys the dictates of the
mother-goddess' to the community. As the
degree of sanctity varies, the degree of human-
presence also varies. In some even diy foliage or
fruit fallen on the floor is not touched. In some
dead-wood may be picked but not the live trees
animals or birds. In any case, as a consequence
of the religious beliefs that, if any mortal
disturbs or harms any part of the forest - the
deity will immediately meet out an extremely
violent punishment, these sacred groves have
often remained intact in their natural pre-
historic condition - a natural sanctuary.

In the olden times they mainly performed social
functions of maintaining a 'hierarchial-order'
within the community, and if any individual
transgressed the community traditions he/she
had to appease the mother-goddess by offering

an animal sacrllice - in most cases, but in case ol
senous transgressions of crime, the punishment
was death (i.e. human sacrifice) to appease the
deity. With the passage of time the beliefs have
been breaking down and with that the sacred
groves are also disappearing. Economic
"development" and modernisation have taken
their toll.

The groves also performed economic functions
For example the local 'vaidu' or medicine-man
was often permitted to extract herbs or
medicinal plants for curing ailments. The
effectiveness of such medicine depended largely
on the perceptions of the medicine-man passed
down over generations.

In times of calamity, such as a fire which may
have razed the dwelling of the village
completely, there was a system of 'limited-
sanctions' in the use of timber for construction.
Similarly in the case of a severe drought,
inhabitants were permitted to consume
fruits/berries, roots, etc. In other words, the
grove functioned as a 'measure of last resort'.

An important observation is that these deorais
are usually located at the origins of fresh water
springs In the catchment areas of river basins
This means that the functional relationship
between the forest cover, rainfall, water
percolation, soil conservation - in other words
the basic variable of the hydrological cycle -
may have been known to these communities. Of
course there are no written records or documents
which clearly state this realization in its
current tenninology. More study and research
will be necessary to enable an interpretation of
this storehouse of anecdotes associated with the
deities/sacred groves so as to evolve a schematic
picture.

Today when the need to preserve the genetic
diversity of the floral and faunal species has
reached a crisis level, it has become imperative
that these 'deorais' are immediately declared as
'national sanctuaries' even if it requires a
special legislative enactment to do so. Instead of
creating new manmade forests or 'wildUfe
sanctuaries' which is a largely Euro-American
concept, it would be very wise indeed if we
provide legal protection to all such 'sacred
groves' that still exist today. The concept of
'Deorai' Is probably the single most important
ecological heritage of the ancient culture in
India. But if we allow these to get degraded or
destroyed we will have lost a pool of genetic
diversity and an evolved cultural value system
typical to tropical lands forever.

^Vijay Paranjpye
" urga. 92/2
Erandawane. Pune 411004
Maharaslj^ra^ INDIA



THE KILL FACTOR - MATHEMATICS OF EXTINCTION
Norman Myers

It is just ten years ago since a maverick scientist asserted that we are not losing one

species per year, as had been the conventional wisdom. He proposed we were losing one

species per day. Today he believes the rate is several species per day - and that within

another ten years it will rise to several species per hour.

Not that we can give a name to the species that disappeared yesterday. We have identified

only L7 million species, out of a supposed total of at least 5 million, more likely 10

million, and possibly 30 million, conceivably 50 million. We can now measure the

distance from a given point on the Earth's surface to its opposite number on the Moon's
surface to within half a centimetre, yet we don't know the total number of life forms

sharing our planet to within better than an order of magnitude. It is a scandal ofmodem
science that we remain so absurdly ignorant of a basic aspect of our planet's biology - the

only planet that we know In the universe to support life of any sort.

Nor are we ever likely to establish how many species exist. The distribution of

taxonomists and systematists is grossly skewed. Colombia is estimated to harbour

30,000 plant species, but the number of Colombian scientists capable of determining a

new plant species is less than one dozen. Here In Britain we have 1300 plant species and
1,400 botanists, i.e. more experts than there are plants for them to look at.

There is sound evidence to support those who assert we are causing mega- extinction. The
conclusion has been endorsed, by an international conference convened by the US
National Academy of Sciences last autumn. A number of eminent biologists, including

Peter Raven. Edward Wilson and Paul Ehrlich presented separate and independently

derived sets of calculations, demonstrating that the extinction rate is indeed several

species per day already*

These findings have been further confirmed In an inaugural statement of the Club of

Earth, being a group of nine American biologists who are all members of the US
National Academy of Sciences and of the American Academy of Sciences, i.e.

aficionados whose professional credentials are established. They are unanimous in

their view that we already have enough scientific information to urge political leaders

and policymakers to get to vigorous grips with the extinction crisis forthwith.

What we are witnessing, in short, is an unprecedented experiment on a global scale. We
are conducting the experiment all too unwittingly: it is entirely unplanned and
uncoordinated. Its workings are mostly undefined and unmeasured.

So momentous are the implications of this global experiment, and so significant would
be the loss of species' "ecosystem services," that it should be regarded as a major threat to

our biosphere. According to the Club of Earth scientists, it carries risks for the human
cause that are surpassed only by those associated with nuclear war.

Source: Noraian Myers, The Guardian, Oct. 9, 1987



The RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE Is a non-profit

conservation
organisation founded in 1980. Donations to the Rainforest Information

^^iJ^Centre are tax-deductible within Australia by making them out to the

Australian Conservation Foundation , 672B Glenferrie Rd.,

Hawthorn 3122, and asking that they be used for the

DurDOses of the Rainforest Information Centre.

^HAT YOU CAN BUY TO KEEP THIS
ORGANISATION GOING
We are a totally voluntary organisation. Buying products from us means

your money goes to the front line of one of many of our campaigns to save

the worlds rainforests.

THE RAINBOW COLLECTION
Tshirts and Singlets
Each image is on a spectacular rectangle of rainbow colours on a white image.

"EARTH FIRST" ; "THINK GLOBALLY ACT LOCALLY" ; Goanna
;

"PEACE HARMONY ECOLOGY" "SUBVERT THE DOMINANT PARADIGM"
"WE'RE ON A MISSION FROM GAIA"

$14 plus postage

Rainbow Scarves - $5 plus postage

DAILAN PUGH ART - POSTERS , STATIONERY SETS, CARD

Posters - $4 small ( 2 different designs) $6 large (plus post)

Stationery sets - 10 sheets, 10 envelopes $5 (plus postage)
Cards - 6 different designs - 60cents each

set of 4 - $2 plus post
set of 6 - $3 plus post

Activities Books for Children

BOOKS

Four different books - FORESTS; DESERTS & WOODLANDS T WETLANDS &

HEATHS; COASTLANDS AND THE SEA $4 plus postage
Earth First- Youve seen the movie, now read the book! $30 plus post
Forest Resource Crisis in the Third World - $22
Natives of Sarawak - $15
Ecodefence - $15
Australian Non Buyers Guide - New Second Edition - $6

Forestry Crisis and Forestry Myths { see review this edition) - $6

AUDIO VISUAL MATERIALS

EARTH FIRST - THE MOVIE - top Action in Australias forests $60 plus post
GIVE TREES A CHANCE - $50 plus post

Audio Tapes - Earth First - music tape - $12
Nightcap tape - $7

All of the above goods available from;

Rainforest Information Centre
P.O. BOX 368, LISMORE 2480, NSW, AUSTRALIA



CHRISTIANS MOVE TOWARDS A ' THEOCENTRIC^ ETHIC

A theocentric perspective towards nature holds together both
poles of our understanding the specifically human and the
broader context of the whole natural world in which human
life is set, A theocentric ethic tries to give value to both,
avoiding on the one hand the mistake ofseeing all value as
human value^ and on the other hand the mistake offailing to

accept our human responsibilityfor much ofthe tuorld's evil ...

God holds all €ispects ofcreation together in interdependence
and creative tension. God*s presence in all creation reveals to

us that in addition to human beings other creatures are also
subjects that have a claim upon us. Non-human creatures are
not merely objects to be usedfor ourplecLSure or instruments

for human purposesf but are of value in themselves and to

God.

We are infact part ofa community of life whichfcrms a single

interrelated whole^ and in which subjects other than
ourselves have their own intrinsic value. Howfar within the
web of life this intrinsic value extends^ and how dijferent
values are related to one another^ are matters ofmuch debate.

A sound environmental ethic, however^ needs some vision of
this kind to sustain it if it is not to become transformed into
yet another means ofasserting the overriding importance of
human interests.

Within the community of lifefreedom is indivisible. Here our
consideration of the moral aspect of 'the integrity ofcreation"
is clearly tied to the ideas if 'justice" and 'peace". Liberation

IS to function at all levels of the created order. All three
termSf 'justice", 'peace", and 'the integrity ofcreation" are to

be recognized as indispensable dimensions ofa contemporary
Christian ethic.

With this awareness, we can work to build a moralframework
capable ofproviding sign^cant and inclusive nurturefor all of
God's people and theirfellows-in-creation. Then we might be
freedfrom a proud, human-centred ethic that has plagued
many ofour respective traditionsfor a very long time.

Work of the World Council of Churches
Church and Society Newsletter

150, route de Ferney
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland
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GREENTAX

Readers will recall that we have been collecting Greentax from

SIMPLY LIVING magazine and others - a voluntary tax by users of

wood and paper to cover the cost of replanting the trees (see

WRR 7 and 8). We have now received a Greentax payment from the

Melbourne ethical investment group, Southern Cross Capital

Exchange and from the rock band The Celibate Rifles (the words to

their song -Rainforest" appeared in WRR 8). They sent us $150 -

about 2 1/2 cents per record from the sales of "KISS KISS BANG
BANG", Iheir last LP: We welcome them back to Australia after

their successful overseas tour.

We have used this money to buy seedlings - 300 rainforest trees

for "Pinpuna", a community in northern NSW, 270 mixed native

hardwoods for another nearby planting. We have also sent some
Greentax to Ecuador for our plantings there (see WRR 7).

We are presently waiting for the approval of the local Shire

Council before purchasing seedlings to be planted out along the

banks of Liverpool Creek in far north Queensland.

Lots of enquiries (including a major US publishing firm) suggest

that the idea is growing.

SUPPORT A CONSERVATION VOLUNTEER

Many of the folks working full-time on the rainforest campaign
are on the dole. Others, who are employed full-time and unable to

put as much time as they would like into rainforest conservation,

help by regularly donating some of each paypacket lo the work.

However, some who are working overseas are not eligible for the

dole, and these are the ones we are trying to help with this

scheme. For example, we have had three volunteers in Ecuador. Two
of them came home recently (to return later in the year}.

Doug Fergus son, the director of the project, has however cashed
in his return ticket and is staying on there to con tin ire the work
(see WRR 7). We sent him a couple of thousand bucks from the

Australian roadshow takings and have also started this

sponsorship scheme. Several of our supporters have started the

ball rolling with a regular donations from each paypacket which
we send on to Doug, and others are following suit.

^ also
We are also starting to support a brilliant young activist in

India who is working full-time with tribal communities in

opposition to one of the World Bank financed Narmada dams. This
billion dollar scheme plans the construction of 3000 major and
minor dams on the 1400 Km. Narmada River - the last well-forested
watershed in the country. Not only will this destroy the ecology,
but will displace more than a million of the poorest people,
mainly tribals.

NORTH AMERICAN ROADSHOW

John Seed of the Rainforest Information Centre will be conducting
a series of Re-Earthing workshops in the USA and Canada from June
to August. The book that he wrote with Joanna Macy, Pat Fleming
and Arne Naess: THINKING LIKE A MOUNTAIN - TOWARDS A COUNCIL OF
ALL BEINGS will be released by New Society Publishers in the US
in May. He will also be doing a series of public meetings and
film screenings in north America raising money for our project to
protect rainforests and indigenous cultures in Ecuador (see WRR



Africa
CHrneroon

Population

Tn millions

Doubling Time
Inyeais

26
Gobon 43_
Ivory Coast 23
Liberia 2.4 22
Madaiiascar ne 25

Asia
India
Indonesia i74.y

33
33

Malaysia 28
Papua New Guinea ae - 29
Philippines as 25
Thailand 53.6 33

Latin America
Bolivia 27
Brazil M5 33
Colombia 33
Costa Rica 2.0 25
lirCuaaor iU.U 25
Nicaragua 3.5 20
Panama 2.3 32
Peru 20.7 28

SenanSyake, NS

Analog Forestry encompasses the diverse forms of tree farming termed Village For|

Forest Gardens, Mixed Tree Fanning, etc. This t3rpe of activity is being recordedj^p
many traditional societies. It seeks to develop its models based upon the traditional
paradigm.

This branch of forestry attempts to attain a physical structure and a set of ecologi^&l
relationships that is analogous to the natural climax state, the end condition of an
ecological process called succession.

Succession begins on newly cleared land with the fast growing weedy species called
colonisers who change their immediate soil and surface environment by their life's

actions. This change in tum, creates a microclimate amenable for the growth of more
woody, longer lived species. These latter species in their turn, create microclimates
suitable for the seeds and seedlings of the larger trees to survive. This process continues
until no further changes occur, usually culminating in a mature forest termed the
'climax state'.

Studies on aspects of such land use in Sri Lanka suggests that a process mimicking
ecological succession is already practised in many rural areas. Here, the natural serai

stages are followed by the farmer but the forest species are substituted by species of
utility to man.

WORLD RAINFOREST REPORT

A periodic publication of the Rainforest Information Centre in Lismore
,

Australia, WORLD RAINFOREST
REPORT is now circLtlated in over 80 countries, and reaches an audience of academics, activists and
concerned people working to protect the worlds remaining tropical forest resources.

If you want to keep in touch with what you can do, subscribe now! Each subscription helps further
distribution of the magazine to third world groups who cannot afford to purchase the material.

WORLD RAINFOREST REPORT is the authoratative source on the state of forest destruction, and on the

various campaigns to halt this destruction. To quote Dr Paul Ehrltch, renowned biologist and author, "
I think

a lot of scientists like me depend on WORLD RAINFOREST REPORT for information on what's
happening/

SUBSCRIBE NOW - BE INFORMED - ACT FOR THE FORESTS! 27
Rainforest Information Centre, P-O- Box 368, Lismore 2480, Australia

Price for four issues - $12 Australia, $15 overseas



FEEL A SONG COMING ON?
UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENTAL SONG QUEST

The United Nations Environment Program is organising song
competitions throughout the Pacific Region, culminating on
World Environment Day (June 5) with televised performances in
Bangkok. Contact major environment groups in your country for

further information.

In Australia, entries should be sent in cassette form, with lyrics
written out, to

Environmental Song Competition,

Rainforest Information Centre,
P.O. Box 368, jr

Lismore 2480, ^/ ^
Australia ^
Please add me to the list of subscribers to WORLD RAINFOREST REPOSt^
I enclose cheque/ money order for subscription for four issues^ Or ^
Cost for four issues: $12 within Australia, $15 overseas
Cheques should be made payable to Rainforest Information Centre.

Please send my subscription to:

Name;

Address:

P'Gode: Country


